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When the Federal Communications
Commission okayed the merger of
Sirius and XM this August, commissioners pledged to initiate a Notice of
Inquiry on the issue of requiring satellite radios to also receive IBOC signals
"or any other technologies capable of
providing audio entertainment services," according to the decision.
Radio World peeked into MM Docket
08-172. Initial public comments were
due Nov. 10 and replies are due on
Dec. 9.
As of mid- October, there had been
about 30 comments filed, mostly from
satellite radio subscribers who opposed
amandate, as well as an amateur radio
operator who opposed it and one broadcaster who supported the idea.
Here is a sampling of early remarks
on the concept and on abill introduced
by Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., that
would mandate including HD Radio
capability in any receivers that can tune
analog AM/FM and satellite radio signals. Occasional minor typographical
See MANDATE, page 5
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SBE Is Asked to Develop Training Programs;
MoM Not Without Its Critics
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON New rules adopted by
the Federal Communications Commission will soon allow most AM broadcasters in the United States to verify the performance of their AM directional antenna
by modern computerized methods.
With the new rules, the FCC modified the means of verifying AM directional antenna performance to include
antenna pattern- prediction modeling
known as Method-of- Moments (MoM)
computer modeling. The new rules had
not gone into effect as of late October;
they were still pending approval by the

Office of Management and Budget and
publication in the Federal Register.
There are approximately 1,900 directional AM stations currently licensed in
the United States, according to the commission.
The rule changes should save broadcasters money and time, industry watchers said. Previously, broadcasters were
required to conduct magnetic fieldstrength measurements for AM DA verification. MoM computer modeling is
considered by most as asimpler and less
time-consuming task.
It's possible that as many as half of
See AM DA, page 8
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DRM Alaska
Test License
Modified
The experimental authorization for the Digital
Radio Mondiale test in Alaska has been
modified to avoid interference with amateur radio operators.
The action came after the American
Radio Relay League protested the test
plans of Digital Aurora Radio Technologies, the company that has an experimental authorization to test Digital
SILVER SPRING, Md.

Radio Mondiale broadcasts at high latitudes.
The ARRL said some of the frequencies on which DART planned to test
would interfere with amateur broadcasts,
and the ARRL asked the Federal Communications Commission to modify or
cancel the experimental license. The FCC
amended the license in October.
In 2009, DART plans to test statewide
transmission of DRM at high latitudes in
the 5, 7 and 9 MHz shortwave bands; it
hopes the tests, if successful, will lead to
aterrestrial, high-frequency digital radio
service for the state of Alaska.
The ARRL took issue with testing on
the 7.1 to 7.3 MHz portion of the band,

II
The loudness wars are over.
The winner? Nobody. Why?
Because when everyone became as loud as possible,
using the same limited tools, the
personality of every station got
lost. We call it "the sameness
syndrome"
We hate the sameness syndrome
and believe it's agood part of
the reason ears are turning to
alternate sources. They are just
plain tired. Fatigued.
Imagine, then, scanning aradio
dial and finding an aural oasis
— sound that's breathtaking in
its natural quality, but loud and
ell retaining asense of dynamic
range. Impossible? If you think
so, you haven't heard Vorsis.
Vorsis is the first line of air- chain
processors designed for today's
21st century radio listener. It's
acomplete ground- up rethinking of the tired and traditional
approach that is inescapable
with those well-known processors. Here we talk about afew
of the innovations that make
the flagship AP- 2000 Spectral
Dynamics Processor the incredible tool that it is. Many of these
advances are shared among the
onfire ningc of Vorsis solutions

mid

Vorsis Dynamics Control
Vorsis completely rethought
dynamics control — AGC and
compression — and came up
with a design that's intelligent
AND amazingly flexible to
control and shape your station's
"sound."

what the incoming lev€:, ur era of
the music

Five- band AGC (four- band in
the VP- 8) ensures a consistent spectral balance. Vorsis'
exclusive SSTrm Sweet Spot
Technology manages the behavior of the AGC in real-time so that

Powerful Bass, Incredibly
Clean Voice
Vorsis ,s Management
System extracts and reveals
the nuances in the program
that are simply not heard in any

din/ ' r-t.
•r.tr

a'uk)

palette of coritrols are not accessible. The Vorsis GUI Édesigned
for intuitive operation, from the
front panel or remotely on your
PC. No control is more than
two clicks of the mouse away.
The screens offer alogical layout with avirtual control surface
above and monitoring graphs
and meters below. You can see
and hear the results instantly.
Nothing is easier.

VORSIS:
EILCHNICAL STUFF

Think about having the full
engineering control you've always
dreamed of — being able to find
the whispers as well as the
screams in your station's sound,
crafting an aural signature that's
so good, so transparent, you will
have people calling to find out
how you do it.

Intuitive Interface
and Operation
meet its full
lJUiUiiid ii is not something
that's easy to use or if the full

ram
.

according to its October petition: "There
is a 100 percent certainty of severe, continuous, harmful interference from operation of the DART facilities as authorized
by the commission to ongoing amateur
radio operation at 7.1 to 7.3 MHz."
According to the grant for the CF and
license, issued Oct. 7, operations are
subject to prior frequency coordination
with the SBE. On Oct. 24, the FCC
issued an amended license that redefined
one of the station's frequency ranges to
eliminate conflict with the Amateur
Radio Service. The amended license narrows the range to 7.3 to 7.6 MHz.
Company President Whit Hicks said
that DART would not operate in 7.1 to

it always operates xi its " sweet
spot." The multi- band compressor, operating in concert with
the AGC, provides unprecedented dynamics control. AJI operate
in sum and difference — the highest signal controls the amount of
processing. This is acompletely
new way to manage multiband
dynamics to maximize the
consistency of your station's
on-air presentation — no matter

other radio processor. It puts
deep pristine bass on the air
without the distortions of common bas dipper technologies
VoiceMaster is aspecial Vorsis
dipper
management
tool
that has its own automatic
processing chain dedicated
to detecting and specially processing live speech signals,
giving you the loudest and
cleanest on- air voices ever.

and use L+R to L- R signal
ganging to prevent the image
from wandering uncontrolled. ft's
already field- proven to manage
wide discrepancies between the
recording techniques of various
eras (oldies to the over- mastered music of today) and even
reduce multipath interference.
Surgical Limiting and
Clipping
idea of 31 bands
swry. Not to us. It's simply
amazing what can be done
with it. Limiting and clipping's
primary purpose is peak control
to increase loudness; the less
audible in its action, the better.
31 bands allow surgical limiting
—its dynamic operation is nearly
inaudible to the ear so the resultng sound is louder AND cleaner.
•also provides unprecedented
.oportunity to further fine-tune
:no sound. FM and HD/DAB
have entirely different transmission characteristics, so Vorsis
processors have completely
separate limiting and final peak
control sections for analog and
digital broadcast.

The Vorsis
Lineup

'I'll

On IBOC
Power Hike
WASHINGTON The Federal Communications Commission is taking public
comments on the proposed FM IBOC
power increase.
A coalition of mostly commercial
broadcasters and four IBOC transmission
manufacturers seeks commission approval of a voluntary FM IBOC power
increase of up to 10 dB — from the current level of 1 percent of a station's
authorized analog power (-20 dB) to a
maximum of 10 percent of a station's
authorized analog power (- 10 dB).
The intent is to boost digital power
levels for better building penetration and
mobile and ( soon) portable reception.
IBiquity Digital filed studies in support
of the request.
National Public Radio also submitted
its recently completed, Corporation for
Public Broadcasting-supported research
into digital radio coverage and interference.
In its studies investigating potential
effects of increasing the digital power by
up to 10 dB, NPR concluded that such an
increase could result in interference to
reception of first- and second-adjacent
channel FMs, and that further testing is
necessary.
The FCC seeks comment on the original request for the power increase as well
as the iBiquity and NPR studies.
Comments to MM Docket 99-325 are
due Nov. 28 and replies on Jan. 4, 2009.
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Superior Stereo
Enhancement
In rethinking Vorsis, it became
It'll make aHUGE difference in
clear that stereo enhanceyour station's sound AND your
ment HAS to be integral to
the processing. It is, after all, a bottom line
manipulation of the amplitude
of the JR difference signal
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Buterbaugh Legendary in Upper Midwest
Broadcast Engineer Remembered for His

he began work for WDAD(AM) as a 14year-old, engineering remote broadcasts
and running audio for Sunday morning
church services, said Pam Buterbaugh.
Ed's wife of more than 42 years.
"I recall him telling me after we first
met when he was in high school that he
would work for WABC and CKLW
someday. We could listen to both stations
where we grew up and he always said
they sounded the best," she said.

Influence on the Sounds of Classic AMs
by Randy J. Stine

"For example, for the national anthem at
University of Michigan games, ABC-TV
DETROIT Ed Buterbaugh would have
and ESPN were satisfied using asingle
Shure M58 microphone. Not Ed. We used
made most anyone's list of the " most
astereo SASS rnic on digital delays so the
respected" engineers. That probably nevmusic was synchronized with the talent's
er really mattered to Buterbaugh.
Friends say that whether he was buildmicrophones in the booth. All angles were
ing new radio studios or engineering a always considered," Arnaut said.
Then there was the time
University of Michigan football game,
Buterbaugh coordinated alive
Buterbaugh was comfortable with his
remote with Cadillac for WJR.
place within the profession.
The remote consisted of mornButerbaugh, a longtime fixture in
ing talent Paul W. Smith riding
Detroit radio and respected broadcast
through town broadcasting
engineer, passed away from bladder canfrom the back seat of a new
cer in September. He was 65.
He had engineered three of the top AM
car with an engineering van in
tow containing the necessary
radio stations in North America. He
worked for astint at WABC(AM) in New
wireless receiver and IFB,
Arnaut said.
York, followed by CKLW(AM) in
"The topper was Ed getting
Windsor, Ontario, astation that dominaton the phone with the Bose
ed Detroit's radio ratings for many years
radio company to complain
in the 1970s. He finished his career at
about the sub- standard AM
Citadel's WJR(AM) in Detroit and retired
tuner section of the Bose Acouin late 2004.
Many engineers consider Buterbaugh a stic Wave desktop receiver.
Chief Engnees Ed Buterbaugh ( WJR) and Hai Buttermore(WHYT), the
"He spent a half-hour on
driving force in AM audio quality. He
key individuals responsible for orchestrating the impressive installation and
the
phone
with
Dr.
(
Amar)
was relentless in his pursuit of AM fidelichange-over
Bose himself recommending
ty and was a respected talent not only
solutions that could be implewithin the discipline of broadcast engiButerbaugh appeared in a brochure for
mented in the Wave Radio,"
neering but by broadcasters in general,
Pacific Recorders about a rebuild at
Arnaut said.
friends and colleagues say.
WJR around 1987.
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"He was serious about making his stations sound better. And not just better, but
the best," said Alan Buterbaugh, Ed's son
and senior vice president for business
development for Wireless Ronin
Technologies.
"He enjoyed nothing more than packing a cooler of beer and heading to his
house on the beach on Lake Erie and listening to all the stations on the dial to see
how his compared."
All about the sound
Buterbaugh's commitment to details
knew no limit, said Michael Fezzey, president/general manager of WJR.
"Ed did everything with excellence in
mind. He was afun-loving, hard-driving
broadcast engineer who battled for the
resources to improve the sound of his stations."
Chris Arnaut, IT manager for
WDIV(TV), Detroit, was hired by
Buterbaugh in 1996 as abench tech and
remote engineer.
"Ed had apassion for audio supremacy
over everyone else. Not for his own ego,
but rather for his own deeply rooted love
of audio."
Arnaut said his Buterbaugh's penchant
for perfection led to audio standards that
often brought stares from contemporaries.

800-426-8434

It was that doggedness that fellow
broadcast engineers admired, said Tony
Butler, assistant CE at WJR.
"He never settled for second best. His
detail in pursuit of quality was very evident," Butler said. "One of the most obvious daily reminders of Ed's legacy is the
quality sound of WJR."
Buterbaugh was a strong believer in
public safety and warning and was
involved with EAS affairs, said Larry
Estlack, director of technology for the
Michigan Association of Broadcasters.
Don Backus, vice president of sales
and marketing for ENCO Systems, said,
"Keeping WJR on the air at all times was
the most important thing to Ed. When
ENCO installed digital automaton systems for (WJR) in 2000, one of the first
things he told me was ` WJR cannot go
off the air,' and he meant it," Backus said.
That commitment was tested during the
blackout of 2003 when widespread power
outages struck parts of the eastern third of
the United States, Backus recalled.
"I remember how WJR stayed on the
air through it all while some other Detroit
stations struggled to do so," Backus said.
Buterbaugh's radio experience dated to
his teens.
He was raised in the community of
Indiana in the state of Pennsylvania, where

Buterbaugh attended Grantham College
of Engineering near Washington for radio
engineering and later went to work for
WEAM(AM) in Arlington, Va. He joined
WABC(AM) in New York in the late
1960s to work as astation engineer with
DJ Cousin Brucie in the evenings.
"(Ed) was thrilled to be in a major
market," his wife said.
It was back to WEAM in the early
1970s for a short time before he joined
CKLW(AM) in Windsor, Ontario, in 1972.
'Big booming sound'
Buterbaugh is credited by colleagues
with constructing the on-air sound of the
station, known as " the Big 8 CKLW,"
with its cast of boss jocks and high-energy newscasts.
"He was the mastermind behind the big
booming sound of the station during its
reign over Detroit radio in the mid- 1970s,"
said Art Voulo, Jr., radio historian and
journalist. "The station sound was bigger
and better than anything else on AM."
CKLW was a broadcast juggernaut
across parts of the upper Midwest, those
familiar with Detroit radio history said.
"Those were great times and Ed loved
every minute of it. He was very busy. But
(CKLW staff) did a lot of partying and
See BUTERBAUGH, page 5
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When Times Are Tough, Get Reading

From the Editor

Gift Ideas for Your Book Lover This Holiday Shopping Season (Part 1)
You know Ilove books. Sing your
praises to the BlackBerry, Kindle or laptop; no modern gadget yet supplants the
warm pleasure of sitting by afire with a
glass of Montecillo Rioja Crianza at hand
and afresh book in my lap.
Books are fine gifts in times of economic distress. In this column and next, I
offer gift suggestions for the radio lover,
engineer or manager on your list. Or you
might leave these ideas where your own
elf can find them.
Some of the books are new, others
may have slipped your notice earlier.
Prices are retail; in most cases you can
find titles for less online.

shortwave, adiscussion of its changing
face today and numerous photos of QSL
cards. (Berg is chair of the Committee to
Preserve Radio Verifications.)
The sister volume, "Listening on the
Short Waves," focuses on the listening
community and completes his trilogy.
Berg discusses shortwave clubs, listener
programs, receivers, QSLing and the
impact of computers on the hobby.
These books are not cheap, at $65
apiece; but if you know azealous fan of
shortwave and its history, the pair would
be atreasured gift. If Ihad to choose just
one, I'd go with "Listening."
Published by McFarland & Company
Inc., 2008. Hardback. Each title $65.

genre and asuitable gift, particularly for
someone who isn't already deeply versed
in radio lore.
Published by Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt, 2008. Hardback, $26.

"Practical Radio- Frequency Handbook, Fourth Edition" by Ian Hickman
— This is intended for anyone with an
interest in electronics as applied to radio
frequency communications.
Chapters deal
with passive components; passive
circuits; RF transmission lines; RF
transformers; cou"Broadcasting on the Short
plers, hybrids and
Waves, 1945 to Today" and
"Hello, Everybody!
directional couplers;
BROADCASTING
"Listening on the Short Waves,
The Dawn of American
active components
on the Short W,vr
1945 to Today" by Jerome S.
Radio" by Anthony
for RF use; RF
Berg — If you enjoy Radio
Rudel — The author
small-signal circuitWorld's articles about shortconsiders radio "the real
ry; modulation and
wave radio history, take note of
American mosaic, craftdemodulation;
these titles.
ed from that magical,
oscillators; RF powThe first book,
invisible ether." It's
er amplifiers; transmitters and receivers;
LISTENING
a sequel to one
refreshing to hear from a advanced architectures; propagation;
on the Short Waves,
published in 1999
writer who not only
antennas; attenuators and equalizers; and
i945 to root,
about the "pioneer"
appreciates radio as it
measurements.
JEROME OBCP
days of radio, conwas but finds value in
Hickman provides appendices on usesists mostly of a
what it does today.
ful relationships, RF cables, frequency
year- by- year reHis subject here, however, is the
allocations and other topics. This edition
counting of what
panoply of personalities who defined
includes developments in OFDM, UWB,
American listenthe medium in early days. It's an enjoyWiFi, WiMax and modem test equipment.
‘
- 41-- Or
ers have heard on
able and literate overview of radio's
A meticulous technical book, it is
international and
puberty; his emphasis is content, which
intended as aguide for engineers, technidomestic shortis unsurprising given that Rudel's backcians and hobbyists who want to know
wave bands since
ground is in programming.
about the technology behind modern conWorld War II.
If you are up on your
sumer electronics and wireless
Berg, an attorney, is along-time shortradio legends, you'll find
communication devices. Useful
iiELL0,1 and thorough.
wave buff and amember of the executive
much that is familiar: John
EVF.IY1,
3013Y!'
council of the North American Shortwave
Brinkley, Rudy Vallée,
Published by Newnes, 2007.
Association. His text is astraightforward
Graham McNamee, Father
Paperback, $43.95.
accounting of shortwave comings and
Coughlin, Aimee Semple
goings.
McPherson. But Rudel is a
"The Buzzard" by John
With so much history, unfortunately he
good writer and careful
Gorman, with Tom Feran —
can only provide afew lines of detail about
researcher who likes
Before he was aconsultant and
each operation, and offers little discussion
unusual characters and
tart-tongued blogger, Gorman
of the people involved. But in addition to
does a nice job introduchelped build Malrite's WMMS
the excellent historical chronology, he proing them. His book is a
(FM) into a powerhouse rock
•IIITZOMT IllIIIDZI.
vides an introductory overview about
welcome addition to the
operation in Cleveland.
,-

IOW

TO(

0•1»

Ur

1MERIC.

1.0310

It •

Paul J. McLane
Believers in WMMS are not
given to understatement. Gorman
describes his book as "the story of
how one manic, drug-induced, sexcrazed, take-no-prisoners, renegadewarrior radio station helped revive
an American city that had been written off as dead." That's abig claim,
but in my experience, others
involved with WMMS agree with
him about its impact on both
Cleveland and rock radio.
As usual Gorman is provocative,
launching his story by quoting an early
'70s argument over the future of FM
radio with engineer Tom Bracanovich,
and wrapping
up with a description of the
toxic environment that had
developed at
WMMS by the
end of his run:
"Blame games
were so common, Icame up
with the ' Malrite salute' —
fold your arms
and point your fingers in opposite directions."
Get this for afan of pre-consolidation
FM radio formats or of Cleveland radio
history.
Published by Gray & Company, 2007.
Hardback, $24.95.
More gift ideas next issue.
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Mandate

er, a Swiss Army knife and acigarette
lighter. (I'm being sarcastic.)
Thomas Richardson
Missouri City, Texas

Continued from page I

errors and punctuation have been modified here for ease of reading.
We will publish additional comments
as more are filed.
Let the Market Decide
No mandate! Let the market and manufacturers decide if they want to include
iBiquity's proprietary, low- resolution
junk format in the same box.
HD Radio's pathetic adoption rate
should be ahuge red flag here. It was an
answer to aquestion no one asked, highlighting the frittering-away of the public's interest performed by the FCC when
it adopted it as the sole "standard." ...
The public places great value in the
consumer radio spectrum, which has
always been best-served by analog radio.
Clear Channel places great value in the
consumer radio spectrum too. Who do
you serve?
David Deckert
Woodstock, Ga.
Turnabout is Fair
If it is fair to require Sirius XM to
include HD Radio in their radios, why
would it not also be fair to require the
opposite? That all HD Radios have a
receiver for satellite radio?
It is ironic that it would be required to
include acomponent (HD Radio receiver) in a unit ( satellite radio) that people
are purchasing in order to avoid terrestrial broadcasts and the commercials/
homogenization that goes with it.
Brian Hardenstein
Walnut Creek, Calif
And the Kitchen Sink
No, no, NO to requiring satellite-radio
receivers ... to also carry HD Radio
receivers! Iam an XM subscriber. HD
Radio is fancy-schmancy terrestrial radio,
still with commercials. Satellite radio is,
on most channels, commercial-free. So
why should Ibe forced to pay extra for
an HD receiver?
Republicans supposedly believe in
"the free market," right? So let HD Radio
continue to be an add-on option for a
satellite-radio receiver. Either that, or go
even further: Every satellite-radio receiver must also include an HD Radio receiv-
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It's aGood Idea
Ibelieve it would be ultimately beneficial to all consumers were the FCC to
require that all SDARS receivers (e.g.,
XM and Sirius) be capable of AM/FM
DAB ("HD Radio") reception as well.
In their arguments for a waiver of
FCC SDARS ownership rules to allow
them to merge, XM and Sirius argued
that as aservice, SDARS competes more
with other media technologies than they
do with each other. This premise is fundamentally flawed unless every SDARS
consumer, by definition, is able to use
the same device to access other media
technologies. ...
Requiring SDARS receivers to have
HD Radio reception capability would
also provide a convenient means of
"jump-starting" the nascent DAB migration for AM and FM. A chief problem
with the migration has been the inability
for consumers to purchase receivers;
what few are available are often very difficult to purchase in a store, and not
much easier to purchase on-line.
While it arguably is not the FCC's job
to stimulate aprivate business ... it is the
FCC's job to act in the interest of the
public. The FCC has already decided that
it is benefit to the consumer to migrate
AM and FM reception to aDigital Audio
Broadcasting solution, and the iBiquity
HD Radio solution has been formally
accepted by the FCC, and the National
Radio Systems Committee, as the official
DAB standard for the United States.
Ergo, the FCC has amandate by default
to promote HD Radio for the betterment
of consumers.
Ido not believe the addition of HD
Radio reception will prove prohibitively
expensive nor difficult to implement due
to size. The chips themselves are just IC
chips; not terribly big. The existing displays and concerns on virtually all
SDARS receivers can act as software
controls for AM/FM reception just as
easily. And when done in bulk, the individual costs per unit inevitably drop
substantially.
Moreover, since all SDARS receivers
will have to be re-tooled to accept transmissions from both XM's and Sirius's
satellite networks, this is an excellent

opportunity to " get in on the ground
floor" as it were, and drastically reduce
later implementation costs.
One oft- cited concern is that HD
Radio tends to require external antennas
to function properly. However, this is no
different from SDARS, which also effectively requires an external antenna to
receive the satellite signal. If necessary,
it would be an acceptable compromise to
have the SDARS receivers sacrifice
internal antennas of any kind in
exchange for external antenna jacks
(twin-lead for AM, coaxial F type connector for FM — the most common for
external antennas).
Aaron Read
Canandaigua, N.Y.
The above author also is an occasional contributor to RW; opinions are his
own.
Unnecessary Appendage
Iam an amateur radio operator with
license KB IOKL as well as aconcerned
citizen and this bill H.R. 7157 Rep.
Markey is sponsoring is ridiculous.
He cites part of the reason to include
HD radio in satrad receivers as public
safety. First of all, Ihave not seen acar
built since 1972 that hasn't come with an
AM-FM receiver already built in and this
included my brand-new 2009 Pontiac
which includes XM satellite as well as
AM and FM analog.
Analog radio works much better than
HD Radio. HD shortens the receive range
to amere 10-15 miles and interferes with
adjacent channels, especially on the AM

I Radio World

band at night where it is now a mess of
white noise masking AM stations all up
and down the band.
HD needs to be shut off for public safety, not added as an unnecessary, unused
appendage to an already established albeit
struggling industry known as satellite.
Robert D. Young Jr.
Millbury, Mass.
Where Does FCC Authority End?
Irespectfully submit that it is well
beyond the bounds and abilities of the
FCC to design and develop electronic
equipment for the 21st century. Imposing
a mandatory design requirement that all
radios must be capable of receiving multiple, fully non-compatible signals is
unacceptable.
Where does your supposed authority
end? Why didn't the commission direct
Blu-Ray DVD makers to include HD
technology? Perhaps you should have
imposed Beta technology on VHS manufacturers, too. The FCC would have tried,
except for the fact that those markets
couldn't be coerced by your outdated and
self-serving licensing practices.
The market will decide which services
are desired and supported, and which are
no longer needed or in need of change to
become desired again. ... Ihope that this
commission will show aglimmer of honor,
and stop the pandering to special interest
groups representing adinosaur industry.
Bruce Meinhold
Chester, Md.
Comment on this or any article to
radioworld@nbmedia.com.
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Buterbaugh
Continued from page 3

had fun, too, during that time," said Pam
Buterbaugh.
Ed Buterbaugh was chief engineer and
vice president at CKLW before leaving in
1986 for Detroit's WJR. He spent 20
years at WJR perfecting the sound of the
"Great Voice of the Great Lakes," colleagues said.
"Ed insisted the fidelity [be] maximized
to its fullest potential. He processed AM
like it was FM," said WDIV's Arnaut.
This as true even on remotes. When other
AM stations were using POTS codecs,
Arnaut said, "WJR was using athree-line
Gentner frequency extender, which was
also fed through aDolby SR noise reduction unit in the field."
Arnout described the extensive audio
chain Buterbaugh designed at WJR as
"maximized to ensure no fidelity was
sacrificed" so the listening experience

would be enjoyable.
"Processing at the studio included an
Aphex Compeller, with CRL pre-processing, Dolby SR encoders and an Optimod
stereo generator. The composite output
from there was fed through the Dolby
decoders, a phase chaser and another
compeller and finally an Omnia that fed
the transmitter," Arnout said.
Buterbaugh built new studios for WJR
in the Fisher Building in downtown
Detroit in the late 1980s and oversaw
periodic upgrades for WJR and its FM
sister stations.
"He was amazingly talented and truly
WJR is his broadcast legacy," said
Fezzey.
Buterbaugh won several awards from
the Michigan Association of Broadcasters
along with other industry honors and presented many papers on AM radio at radio
engineering conferences.
Buterbaugh is survived by his wife,
three children and nine grandchildren.
See related story, page 6.
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Buterbaugh: His Colleagues Look Back
Orban's Greg Ogonowski was inspired
by Ed Buterbaugh (see page 3) and collected these comments about him:
Ed was one of my biggest technical
inspirations for developing audio processing systems.
Ed made CKLW, Windsor, Ontario one
of the finest sounding radio stations in
North America. After leaving Detroit
fresh out of school, Isoon realized how
many ' broken' radio stations there were
in the world.
It was CKLW and Ed Buterbaugh who
helped shape and mold the sound of the
Gregg Laboratories Audio Processing
Systems. Knowing his excellence in
audio, Ed paid me the ultimate compli-

for an answer." He is amentor who will
be truly missed.

ments when he chose our processor for
CKLW(AM) in stereo, and then again for
CKLW(FM) "The Fox."
Ed and his wife Pam always made me
feel like family, never allowing me to stay
at ahotel. When visiting, Ialways stayed
with the entire family, including the dogs,
at Camp Buterbaugh, overlooking majestic Lake Erie with that awesome view.
And yes, there were those infamous
dingy trips on Lake Erie to not only sample the radio signals, but also enjoy several adult beverages in the process. ...
The staff always welcomed me. It
seemed like "the station that Iworked at,
that Inever really worked at." Ed and I
certainly had one thing in common to
make all this happen: "We never took no

— Greg Ogonowski
VP, Product Development, Orban
By the early 1970s, having extensive
rebuild experience with XELO(AM) —
which back then was in Juarez, Mexico
— and KOMA(FM), Oklahoma City,
Okla., Isoon realized that most of the big
recognized engineering names of the day
where not up for sharing what they knew
with the younger up-and-coming crop of
broadcast engineers. It was obvious that at
the end of the day, for the most part, you
where on your own to "sink or swim."
It was during this time in my life Ihad
the chance to meet Ed Buterbaugh and
hear CKLW for the first time. From that
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time on Ihave been blessed to have a
personal friendship and professional relationship that has spanned over 36 years.
Never once during this relationship did
Ed ever tire of my relentless questions
about how he had envisioned and executed his numerous engineering feats at
CKLW and elsewhere. Ithink that having
grown up as an only child, with both his
parents being teachers, made him anatural for being aborn mentor.
All of us who took due note from Ed
recall that he looked forward to spirited
debate on whatever questions were presented, but you knew that you were
expected to make clear to him that you
had indeed full grasp of what he had just
explained to you. Ialso was always welcomed at Camp Buterbaugh over the
years and felt it a great privilege to be
received as family in his inner sanctum.
To this day, there very seldom is an
engineering project Iundertake, that I
first do not ask myself as to how Ed
would approach the same given task. It
would not have surprised me that Ed
would have eventually found time to
teach engineering classes if he had not
been taken from us so quickly after starting his retirement.
There has never been a finer AM
medium- wave signal to cut through the
ether over North America than CKLW
during the years Ed has his hand firmly
on the throttle. History will be written
that we were blessed to witness one of
the handful of engineers who truly knew
how to "make the box speak."

Profanity delay, silence alarms, input
metering and mic processing
Automation protocols ( no, you don't need
sound cards)
Auto configuring mix: VLAN tagging,
DHCP, DNS, MADCAP, AutolP, MDNS, DIFFSERV, SIP, SDP StudioHub+0 compatible
for easy installation
....and more!

www.logitekaudio.com
©2008 Logitek Electronic Systems Inc

Ifirst met Ed in Washington in 1970.
Ed was at WEAM(AM) and Iwas at
WRC(AM)/NBC, both of us young and
ready to innovate and fix all the problems
inherent in AM radio. We had many technical discussions, and many beers were
consumed during these conversations.
Later in 1977, Iwas employed at a
Washington broadcast consulting firm,
Carl T. Jones Corp. Ed was now at the
Big 8, CKLW and was going to rebuild
the antenna system.
With much calculating in the firm we
built the phasor and antenna tuning units
and tuned it up. The wide-bandwidth antenna system coupled with Ed's savvy audio
processing brought about anew era in rock
and roll radio, so fitting for the third-highest
billing station in North America.
A small radio transmitter even enabled
CKLW to broadcast inside the DetroitWindsor tunnel. You just never lost it!
In 1984 Ed went on to go across the
Detroit River to Capital Cities WJR,
"The Great Voice of the Great Lakes."
Our firm again was employed to build
tuning units for the main and auxiliary
antennas. Again the audio was like no
other; as close to FM as could be had.
His expertise extended to the personal
mixing of the University of Michigan
football broadcasts. Using seven microphones around the stadium, parabolic
mics, and much attention paid to the U-M
band, the football game became a wonderful experience to enjoy....
It always was great to be challenged
by Ed. Good enough was never acceptable, but rather as perfect as possible.
Ed's life's work was the epitome of that
philosophy.
— HanvRees,
Broadcast Technical Consultant
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musical genres to do complete justice
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it easy."
—Matthew Galek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropoiltan Opera
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tion of a hybrid method consisting of
modeling and aset of field-strength measurements similar to that required for a
partial proof."

AM DA
Continued from page 1

the AM directional arrays in the United
States are out of compliance in one way
or another, and in many cases the cost of
bringing them back into compliance has
effectively prevented owners from doing
so, several industry experts said.
The FCC is permitting the use of the
new computerized verification method for
AM stations using series-fed radiators.
However, towers that are shunt fed or top
loaded are ineligible. The commission is
requiring verification of the antenna monitoring system every two years.
Nearly every large AM broadcast
group in the country supported the rulemaking request, including CBS Radio,
Clear Channel Radio, Citadel Broadcast
Company, Cumulus Media Inc., Entercom Communications Corp. and Cox
Radio. The groups, along with broadcast
consulting engineers and equipment
manufacturers, formed acoalition to support MoM adoption.
For the new antenna certification rules
to affect a broadcaster, the individual
must file an FCC 302 application for a
new or modified application. If the application is filed specifying MoM, the new
rules will apply and magnetic field measurements will no longer be required when
doing a full or partial proof, said Ray
Benedict, chair of the AM Directional

SMALL ER

The antenna array of KCBS(AM), San Francisco; the station
is licensed to CBS Radio East Inc.
Antenna Performance Verification
Coalition and director of spectrum engineering for CBS.
"The coalition is satisfied. We have
asked SBE to develop educational programs to help explain the new rules to station engineers and to assist them in gaining the knowledge necessary to comply
with the new rules."
Benedict said he expects some radio
stations and broadcast groups to have the
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internal expertise to do computer-modeling work in house.
"It will save money and it is asimpler,
less time consuming procedure," Benedict
said.
Even with MoM certification as an
option, the FCC retains the right to ask
AM broadcasters for acomplete magnetic
field measurement if changes are made or
parts are replaced in an antenna system,
Benedict added.
Barry Thomas, president of SBE and
vice president of engineering for Lincoln
Financial Media, said, "Licensing under
MoM rules will eliminate monitor point
readings and will greatly simplify and
reduce the cost of all subsequent changes
to the array. Ibelieve it would be prudent
for all stations eligible for MoM licensing
to do so because of the benefits over time.
"As long as there is significant care in
the accuracy of the sampling mechanisms,
computer modeling is at alevel of sophistication such that models can be used
more accurately to predict performance of
an antenna system than limited field
measurements."

Immediate savings?
Despite reports that MoM will result in
significant cost savings for AM broadcasters, at least some remain unconvinced that
immediate savings will be evident.
"We've heard of some compelling estimates because of the hours and hours
saved because the time-consuming field
measurements are not required," one
industry observer admitted. "Time will
tell for sure. The real savings will likely
be over time as the total cost of proof of
compliance will be much reduced with a
properly licensed MoM array."
Mark Mueller, president of Mueller
Broadcast Design, abroadcast engineering consulting firm, said while modeling
can help avoid lengthy field tuning and
measurements, the field-intensity measurements themselves are not that difficult
and should not cost as much as some
charge to take them.
"This new method to verify performance
introduces additional costs upfront, as well
as ongoing certification costs. The big savings seem to be amirage," Mueller said.

The big savings seem
to be a mirage.
— Mark Mueller

Mueller, who has worked with directional arrays since 1983, specifically questions the new costs likely to be associated
with the re-certification of the antenna
monitoring system every two years.
"The station will have to go off the air
to re-certify the sample system. This will
also most likely require consultant fees and
won't be cheap — probably in the several
thousand dollars range," Mueller said.
"At the end of the day, all that is really
saved is the cost of the field intensity
Less expensive
measurements, which for most smaller
Training broadcast engineers and
arrays only take afew days under the current rules. MoM antenna modeling is not
broadcast engineer consultants on computer modeling, which uses Numerical
foolproof.
Electromagnetic Code-4 or MININEC,
"A qualified, trained engineer will still
will be a crucial step in the adoption
have to visit the site with the proper test
process, said Jack Sellmeyer, president of gear, verify overall construction, verify
Sellmeyer Engineering.
the antenna sample system, measure the
"The process requires qualified engiself-impedance of the towers and generate
neers trained in the use of Method of the mutual impedance input data necesMoments calculations. The effort required
sary for accurate modeling. Consulting
is not trivial and requires certain skills to
engineer visits are usually expensive and
this won't be an exception."
obtain accurate results which will stand
up to scrutiny," Sellmeyer said.
Yet at least one consulting engineer
The FCC said in its MoM decision that
disputed that view on cost savings.
aminority of commenters dissented to the
"Saving days and sometimes weeks of
proposal in comments for MM Docket
field measurements is a significant savNo. 93-177, "An Inquiry Into the Comings for abroadcaster. Not only that, but
mission's Policies and Rules Regarding
the validity of internal array measurement
AM Radio Service Directional Antenna
techniques for aproof is undoubtedly betPerformance Verification."
ter than relying on magnetic field measGreater Media was the most notable
urements in a perturbed environment,"
broadcaster to dissent.
said Ben Dawson, managing partner of
In its public comments, Greater Media
Hatfield & Dawson Consulting Engineers.
and Charles A. Hecht & Associates, a
Dawson said the requirement for sambroadcast engineering consulting firm,
ple system measurements every two years
wrote, "while the techniques specified in
is trivial.
the coalition's proposal produce adirec"It's afew hours of work at the most. A
tional antenna pattern that is ' reasonably
reasonable percentage of the techs and
close' to the authorized pattern, the coalicontract service providers and virtually all
tion's procedures are not adequate in
consulting engineers know how to use an
themselves for antenna performance veriimpedance bridge and an oscillator/detecfication. Greater Media advocates adoptor," Dawson said. e
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What's Wrong With This Picture?
by John Bisset
Do you enjoy hidden word puzzles? They're supposed
to be great for exercising your brain. Well, here's aspin on
that concept, which we call the hidden problem picture.
Let's say you showed up at the FM site in Fig. 1as the
new CE. Make alist of problems you can identify from
the picture, and compare them to the list at the end of this
column.
* * *

Reliability of today's transmission equipment can
cause amentality of "out of sight, out of mind." With so
many spinning plates, you may only have time to worry
about the ones that are about to crash.
But if all you can schedule is one hour a month at
each site, do it!
What should you check?
Salisbury University Chief Engineer Bruce Blanchard
grabs aspiral notebook for each site and starts writing.
The notebook will eliminate the need to write on equipment panels and can provide you a history of inspec-

Past columns are archived at radioworldcom

tions. Bruce adds that veteran engineers will remember
FCC-required maintenance logs, which documented a
variety of inspections at the station.
Start with your SU and record the operating parameters. If you're fortunate enough to have the factory test
data, compare that information to what you read, to form
abaseline for normal operation. Signal strength and DC
voltages may come in handy in the future; write them
down. When apiece of equipment fails, you'll be grateful to have a starting point to compare readings for
quicker diagnosis and repair.
Make it ageneral rule to measure anything with a
power supply. Power supply capacitors are under constant stress and their complete failure can ruin your day.
Catastrophic failure is pretty easy to spot; but aging
capacitors also can leak, allowing ripple on the DC power supply rails. This slow failure can be more insidious
in its effect on equipment.
Has equipment been in service for more than seven
years? It's probably time to replace the power supply
electrolytic capacitors. This proactive replacement may
help you spot other problems.
A can of compressed air comes in handy to clean the
dust off heat sinks while you're inside. Clean sinks
allow cooler operation. Outside, keep fans and filters
clean, as seen in Fig. 2.
See TROUBLESHOOT, page 12 •

Fig. 1: How many problems can you spot in this photo?

Fig. 2: Keep fans and filters clean, like this exciter.
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Just how good
(or bad!) does your
AM signal really sound?
You'll know in ajiffy with Inovonics' latest-generation AM
Reference Receiver and Modulation Monitor. Our 525 is a
sensitive, wideband off- air monitor with a proprietary
detector that reduces interference and ignores IBOC " Hybrid
Digital" carriers.
AM- mod measurements have full 10kHz+ bandwidth, but
a menu- programmable filter in the audio- monitor channel
allows you to preview the audible effects of proposed

transmission cutoff characteristics or to emulate the response
of typical AM radios.
Menu- driven from the front panel, the 525 tunes in 1kHz
steps and has five station memories that can be preset to
your own station and to market companions. The highresolution, peak- holding LCD readout shows positive and
negative modulation simultaneously, and also switches to
display the incoming RF level and asynchronous noise to

qualify modulation readings.
Two sets of peak flashers indicate both absolute and userprogrammed modulation limits, and programmable frontpanel alarms (with tallies) give overmodulation, carrier- loss
and program audio- loss warnings. The 525 is supplied with a
weatherproof loop antenna at no extra cost.
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Troubleshoot
Continued from page 10
Check operation of audio processing,
remote control equipment and monitors.
While you're performing this operational
check, note the type of fuse. An adequate
stock of spare fuses is a lifesaver when
your local electronics parts store or
RadioShack is closed.
Keep your "record of readings" notebook at each site and take the five or 10
minutes to record the operating parameters
for each piece of equipment, including the
transmitter. You'll find this agreat investment to help minimize future problems.
Thanks to Bruce Blanchard of WSCL(
FM)/WSDL(FM) in Salisbury, Md. He
can be reached at bdblanchard@
salisbury.edu.

fC
TOWER
REGISTRATION

#1230387

Hg. 3: Fasten tower grounds securely.
Fig. 4: A properly identified tower. Note
both the ID number and Radhaz sign.

* * *
cover the space
with landscape fabric or plastic to
deter growth.
Now that the
area inside the
tower is clear,
check the tower
grounding. Is it
secure? Look for
green corrosion,
rust or loose connections. Grounds
should be securely
Fig 5: Tower identification can be placed
silver soldered or
at the entrance to the property.
cadwelded, as seen
in Fig. 3. Measure
the edge of the fence to the tower. When
you get back to the studio, check that
the fencing meets ANSI specs.
There's no tower identification number posted on the fence, nor is there an
Made in thu USA
emergency contact sign. These are useful
BUILDS AND SERVICES THE MOST RELIABLE SOLID STATE FM TRANSMITTERS
to identify the owner in case of an emergency, and in the case of the FAA Tower
Registration Number, its omission may
put you in violation. Tower identification
signs can be placed at the tower, as
shown in Fig. 4, or at entry to the site, as
in Fig. 5.
One source for tower signs is Antenna
ID Products of Glenmoore, Pa.,
www.antennaid.com. In addition to a
variety of signs, they also provide guy
wire markers and balls.
The barbed wire at our site is intact (a
good thing), but the wooden box is a
ready-made " ladder" for vandals. Not
only does it provide access to inside the
tower fence, it's agreat home for undesirable animals and insects. The box
could also be moved to the side of the
building, offering access to the roof or
ventilation opening. Eliminate the temptation and get rid of the box!
The tower paint looks OK but you'll
want to check it up close for blistering,
peeling or fading.
The tower field needs to be mowed, at
least in the direction of each guy anchor.
It's hard to inspect the guy anchors trudging through waist- high weeds, to say
nothing of the ticks you'll attract. Keep
the guy anchor points clear of brush and
vegetation. Inspect them for loose or
missing hardware and rust.
If alocal resident has aBush Hog, see
what they charge to mow the field. If
you use a farmer or neighbour to clear
the field, make sure you are present to
guard against running into anchor points.
Concert tickets and station T-shirts are
excellent means of bartering for these

OK let's see how observant you are
with Fig. 1.
The Queen Anne's Lace is pretty but not
welcome at atransmitter site. It appears the
former engineer did the right thing by placing gravel around the building, but he or
she let the weeds get out of hand. The
gravel will deter rodents and snakes but
when weeds grow, the growth offers cover
to these varmints. Clear it out!
The growth has gotten out of hand
inside the tower fence. The coax running
up the tower identifies this as an FM
tower so there are no buried radials;
remove growth to include the roots and

PT E
Simplifying

Broadcast Transmitters

World Class Service
Cutting-Edge Technology
High Performance

t 888-889ww.pteleo

Vote For American Made

services.
(Plus, it's a good idea to get to know
the neighbours around the transmitter
site. Drop off some T-shirts with your
business card and encourage them to call
you if they spot anything unusual. Be
sure to let the GM know how much money you saved the station by arranging for
these services. It doesn't hurt to promote
that your department can save money and
not just spend it.)
Did you spot the unsupported coax?
The 3-inch line has a nice drip loop, so
water won't flood the transmitter building, but it's lacking any real support. An
ice bridge would be anice addition.
Your former chief gets ahigh mark for
using ajacketed cable entry port for the
main FM and abowl insulator for the
STL, but it looks like that luxury was forgotten with the tower lighting conduit.
Remember, any holes or spaces in the
walls of the building invite unwanted
guests. Seal them up while there is still
some decent weather.
It's not abad idea to copy down the
electrical pole ID numbers and keep them
in your phone, along with the electrical
service number. Seeing the pole- pig
transformers on the pole in the distance
reminds me that transmitter sites at the
end of an AC feeder often are forgotten
when storms roll through. The pole numbers can expedite restoration of service
when afuse blows on the pole.
Although there's no way of telling, the
door should have adeadbolt or lock and
hasp to secure it. I've been seeing more
and more sites where engineers have
installed asecond deadbolt at the top or
bottom of the door, making it difficult to
kick in. Adding a deadbolt isn't rocket
science, and the folks at Lowes or Home
Depot will be glad to show you how to
install one.
As alast resort, consider adding adoor
switch that will trigger aremote control
alarm. It's not fancy, but will help alert
you to an intrusion.
OK, that about exhausts my list. Did
you add others? E-mail your suggestions
at the address below.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for 40 years.
He recently joined Nautel as regional
sales manager for Europe and Southern
Africa. In 2007 he received the SBE's
Educator of the Year Award. Reach him at
johnbisseteverizon.net. Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)472-4944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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Can aradio console be over- engineered?
(Only if you think "good enough" really is good enough.)
The radio console, redefined.

government sucks in taxes.

Building agreat console is more than punching

By contrast, our silky-

holes in sheet metal and stuffing afew switches

smooth conductive-

Lexan

in them. Building a great console takes time,

plastic faders actuate

top of the module like

brain- power and determination. That's why Axia

from the side, so that

some folks do, our overlays

has hired brilliant engineers who are certified

grunge can't get in. And our rotary controls are

are inlaid on the milled aluminum
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sticking the
to

the

high- end optical encoders, rated for more than

module faces to keep the edges from cracking

to create the most useful, powerful, hardest-

five million rotations. No wipers to clean or

and peeling — expensive to make, but worth it.

working consoles in the world.

wear out — they'll last so long, they'll

For extra protection, there are custom bezels

"OCD": Obsessive Console Designers, driven

outlive your mother-in-law (and

Beneath the surface

around faders, switches and buttons to guard

that's saying something).

those edges, too. Which means that Element

There's more to agreat board than just features.

modules will look great for years.

Consoles have to be rugged, to perform

Element's

flawlessly 24/7, 365 days- a- year, for years at a

switches are cut from the

avionics- grade /

time. So we literally scoured the globe for the

same cloth. Our design team was

absolute best parts — hardware that will take

so obsessed with finding the perfect

to give positive tactile feedback. The switch

the torture that jocks dish out on adaily basis.

long- life components that they actually built

is flush with the top of the bezel, so it's easy to

a mechanical " finger" to test switches! Some

find by touch. But if something gets dropped

supposedly " long life" switches failed after just

on it, the bezel keeps the switch from being

By the way, those on/off keys, fader knobs
and bezels are our own design, custom- molded

100,000 activations; but when

accidentally activated.

More than just products
Even the best products are nothing without
great support. So Axia employs an amazing
network of people to provide the best support
possible: Application Engineers with years of
experience in mapping out radio studios... the
Element frames arc .
from custom aluminum ertrusions for maximum
rigidity. Module face plates& console side panels are machined from
thick plate aluminum. Ever ,the hand rest is abeefy extrusion. All this
heavy metal means even the most ham-handed jock can't dent it

most knowledgeable, friendly sales people in
the biz... Support Engineers who were formerly
our guys found the switches used in Element,

broadcast engineers. Plus agenius design team,

they shut off the machine after 2 million

software authors who dream code... one of the

First, Element is fabricated from thick, machined

operations and declared a winner. (The losers

largest R&D teams in broadcast.

aluminum extrusions for rigidity and RF

got an all- expense- paid trip to the landfill.)

immunity. The result: aboard that will stand up
Element's individual components are easy to

to nearly anything.

21+
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And now Axia has become radio's
first console company to offer

service. Faders come out after removing just two

24/7 support, 365 days a year.

With so many devices in the studio

screws. Switches and rotary volume controls are

Chances are you'll never need that

these days, the last thing anyone

likewise simple to access. And all lamps are LEDs,

assistance, but if you do, we'll be

eeds is gear with anoisy cooling

ready for you. Our ' round-the-

so you'll likely never need to replace them.

fan. That's why Element's power-

.1-20-102'241

clock help line is +1-216-622-0247.

supply is fanless, for perfectly silent operation

Engineers have said for years that console

inside the studio.

finishes don't stand up to day-to-day use. Silk-

Proudly Over-Engineered

screened graphics wear off; plastic overlays last

Are Axia consoles over- engineered? You bet. If

longer, but

you're looking for a cheap, disposable console,

Element modules are hot-swappable, of

they crack and chip — especially
fader

there are plenty out there — but this ain't it.

can

Not everyone appreciates this kind of attention

is as simple as removing two

easily get cut on the sharp,

to detail, but if you're one who seeks out and

screws and unplugging an Ri

splintered edges. We decided

appreciates excellence wherever you may find

around

course, and quickly removable. They connect

slots,

to the frame via CAT- 5, so pulling one

switches and
where

fingers

that we could do better.

— no motherboard or edge

it... Axia consoles are built just for you.

connectors here.
Element uses high- impact
Faders take massive abuse.

Lexan overlays with color

The ones used in other consoles

and printing on the back,
where it can't rub off.

have a big slot on top that sucks
in dirt, crumbs and liquid like the

the
There 's

striding. Axia

oreason
se boa rd-ops ore
consoles ar ein more thon 1000 studios worldwide

And

instead

t 215m IIS , 1.170,1.1e,nent.
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www.AxiaAudio.com
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KFI Back at Full Power With New Tower
by Marvin Collins
The author is retired chief engineer of KFI.

November 19, 2008

foot face. The new tower has daytime
strobe lighting and red nighttime lighting.
Ground system repairs and antenna tuning
unit installation required afew more days
of work.
On Sept. 25 at 5:10 p.m., morning show
host Bill Handel closed the ceremonial
knife switch that put KFI back on full power into its new tower. Sixty-four contest
winners and their guests were invited to the
party near the base of the new tower, where
catered food and refreshments were available. A good time was had by all.
Tom Cox, senior vice president of engineering for Clear Channel Radio, told RW
the project was managed locally by John
Paoli and Terry Grieger of the Los
Angeles engineering staff Greg Ashlock,
the market president, was actively
involved in obtaining zoning.
Ron Rackley of duTreil, Lundin and
Rackley did the design for the antenna and
ATU. Wayne Davidson of Tower
Structures did the structural design of the
tower and top hat. Seacomm Erectors put
the tower up. The antenna tuning unit was
built by Kintronic Labs.
On the regulatory front, work was done
by airspace counsel Ed Faberman at
Wiley Rein and Gary Allen at Aviation
Systems as well as land use counsel Jim
Eskilson at Reed Smith.
Cox said the station's coverage has
improved tremendously now that KFI no
longer is operating on a very short, heavily top-loaded auxiliary tower at 25 kW.
This story received a sad postscript
when John Paoli of the Clear Channel
engineering staff passed away unexpectedly in October, afew weeks after completion of the project on which he'd spent
so much time. e

Iwell remember Sunday morning Dec. 19, 2004. As Iwas about
to head out the door of my residence to go on my usual Sunday
morning bicycle ride, the telephone
rang. Idecided to answer rather
than let it go to the machine.
It was a call from KFI(AM)
telling me of the disaster that had
occurred a few minutes before. A
small airplane had hit near the top of
Close-up of the top hat on the replacement
the 755 foot KFI tower. The impact
tower. It is 50 feet in diameter.
sheared off the top 10 feet of the
tower. The force of the impact also
caused the tower to collapse. As the
tower folded and came pretty much
straight down, it destroyed the antenna tuning house close to the tower
base. Two people in the plane died.
Even though Ihad been retired
for four years and did not have to
deal with this disaster, Icertainly
felt bad about it and had a keen
A view of the KFI tower,
interest in the reconstruction.
standing 684 feet AGL,
Soon it became apparent that this
with its top hat. The
was not going to involve a simple
Clear Channel station
replacement of the tower. Pilots
airs at 640 kHz.
from nearby Fullerton Airport
objected to the tower being rebuilt, arguing it was ahazard to air navigation. KFI is licensed to Los Angeles but the transmitter is located in
the nearby City of La Mirada, which is next to Fullerton. The permit
New antenna tuning unit and base insulator
process to rebuild the tower was drawn out, with alot of city council
of the replacement KFI tower.
meeting hearings.
It was not until early in 2008 that apermit was obtained; it required acompromise
on the height of the replacement tower at
685 feet. Thus the replacement KR tower
has a50 foot diameter top hat to make up
for the reduced height.
Construction of the replacement tower
started in March of this year. When the
tower reached the 300 foot level during
construction a turnbuckle on an elevated
guy point failed, causing the 300 feet of
metal to fall to the ground. Luckily nobody
was seriously hurt. Of course this delayed
construction of the tower further.
By late August the replacement pieces
were on site. A redesigned elevated guy
point was installed and tower construction
commenced. Thirteen days later the new
Morning host Bill Handel, closing the ceremonial
The KFI tower and destroyed antenna tuning
tower with top hat was completed.
knife switch, puts KFI on full 50 kW power
house as they looked after the tower collapsed,
The uniform cross-section steel struchaving been struck by a small aircraft in 2004.
into the replacement tower.
ture, built by Magnum Tower, has aseven-

The redesigned elevated guy anchor.
This replaces one at which a turnbuckle failed,
causing the replacement tower to fall during
construction this year. The redesigned elevated
anchor has two turnbuckles in parallel.

The KFI transmitter building in La Mirada.
The replacement tower can be seen on the left;
on the right is visible the 200 foot aux tower,
which had been in use at 25 kW since the
main was knocked down in 2004.

The base of the tower. The insulator
to the right side of the base insulator is
for a data path for tower lighting data.
The tower now has daytime strobe
lighting and red light lighting at night.
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3G or Not 3G? That Is the Question
Whether ' Tis Nobler to Suffer the Slings
And Arrows of Outrageous Competition ...
It's now no longer aquestion of if, but
rather when, the wireless Internet will
have measurable impact on radio listening. The proliferation of broadband wireless devices (both handhelds and automotive) and 3G/4G services (using EV-DO,
HSDPA and WiMAX technologies) is
well underway, and popular units like the
iPhone already offer branded applications
that make it easy to listen to certain
Internet radio streams. Some Internet
radio services also present iPhone-optimized pages to which iPhone users are
automatically directed when seeking
those URLs from that platform.
The effect of this trend on broadcast
radio can be either positive or negative,
depending on which streams users
choose to listen to.
If they are broadcasters' streams, those
stations thereby extend their brand and
influence to anew platform. This is particularly important because many of
those handheld devices do not include
broadcast radio receivers, so the path for
broadcasters' content to flow to the users
of these devices is via wireless broadband, not AM or FM transmission. If listeners choose non- broadcast Internet
radio streams on these devices, however,
this is yet another nail in broadcast
radio's coffin.
Thus it is critical for broadcasters to
acknowledge this movement and to compete in this fast-moving marketplace.
This implies that broadcast engineers
should now become familiar with the
process and platforms involved, if they
are not already.
Some large broadcasters may want to
address these new platforms (such as the
iPhone) on their own, while it may make
sense for other broadcasters to work with
a third party — such as Radiolicious,
iheartradio or others — for such efforts.
Alas, poor Radio...
It seems a bit silly to broadcasters to
have to go through the Internet to get to
these devices when they exist within stations' local broadcast coverage zones, but
such is the control that wireless network
operators obtain through their subsidy of
these devices.
There is still a battle afoot over
whether at least FM receivers will be
included (via mandate or voluntarily) in
wireless devices, but odds appear to be
against this happening to any large measure. It is therefore to broadcasters' advantage to play along rather than fight; discretion is the better part of valor.
Consider that getting to these handsets
costs the broadcasters no more than it
does to get to any other unicast Internet
terminal, so if the 3G path is the only
way in, why not take it?
Another advantage to broadcasters is
the continuing improvement of the quality and penetration of Internet audio delivery. The cost of these rapid and massive
infrastructure improvements are borne by
the network operators, and are essentially
free to broadcasters or other streaming
providers.
Think of it as athird-party transmitter
company that carries your content to a
secondary set of users at minimal cost,
and which continues to expand the coverage and quality of its delivery service for
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you at no extra charge. ( If anything,
bandwidth costs to large users like
streaming audio services are decreasing
in many cases.)
Of course, most of the cost for this
delivery service is actually paid by the
end users, who are willing to do so to get
Internet access in general. The fact that
Internet radio becomes available in the
process seems like a bonus feature to
these customers, and thus it appears
"free" — which fits nicely into the
broadcast service tradition.
Broadcasters are not the direct beneficiary of any of this service revenue collected by wireless networks, but they can
benefit indirectly via advertising, as they
always have. Bandwidth costs to broadcasters can be considered as paid in lieu

The Big Picture

via the Data component.
This implies that they will also have to
promote their presence there, since they
will be bundled among a nearly infinite
number of other services, and in a "pull"
environment, which is quite adifferent
service model than what broadcasters are
used to.
That could be the greatest challenge of
all, but asynergistic balance of cross-promotion and counter- programming
between on-air and online services could
provide an extremely powerful combination in the new media world, and is
something only broadcasters can offer.
Also bear in mind that while wireless
Internet service may seem afar cry from
broadcast radio in terms of availability
and coverage today, this too is changing
rapidly.
Consider that today there are already
resourceful listeners who choose to listen
to local AM stations via the ( wired)

Notably, T- Mobile bills for the call
from where it started, so although WiFi
calls are free, if the call was started on
the cellular network, the time spent in
WiFi mode still counts against the
caller's cellular minutes. On the other
hand, the opposite is also true; a call
started in aWiFi hotspot remains free
even after it switches onto the cellular

Internet, preferring the quality and building penetration of the streaming service
over the RF delivery — no surprise, if
the Internet is available and free at the
listener's location.
Beyond such early shifts, the eventual
goal of wireless service providers is
seamless 3G/4G coverage in most markets, with some devices perhaps even
switching transparently between transmission technologies. This could truly
make radio delivery via Internet streams
a viable equivalent (or in some cases,
superior, as in the AM example above),
even within broadcasters' local markets.
As an interesting and relevant aside,
consider that T-Mobile already offers a
phone that switches between the cellular
network and VolP-over-WiFi during a
call.
(For example, auser can start avoice
call in the car via the cellular network,
and upon reaching home, office or anywhere else where aWiFi hotspot open to
the device exists, continue the call via
WiFi without even knowing the switch
had occurred — unless the user happened to look at the handset's screen,
where an icon displays the current connection mode.

network, at least under the current billing
scheme.)
Some anecdotal reports have also circulated recently regarding Internet radio
listening via 3G in a moving vehicle,
which found remarkable continuity over
long distances. (Other informal tests have
found the opposite, however, so this
capability is not yet broadly assured.)
Finally, remember that Internet radio
listening is measurable, more so than
over-the-air service, in fact, since it can
be accomplished either via streaming
service reports from host servers, or via
audience research (diary or PPM). Any
out-of-market listening via the Web is a
bonus, but it will be difficult to monetize.
Thus broadcasters' focus should be on
building audience for their streaming
services in their local markets, and
adding this component to their traditional
sales processes.
So it's once more unto the breach for
radio broadcasters. Exploring this area
sooner rather than later is the prudent
course, since it may soon become an
important venue by which your countrymen lend you their ears.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.

by Skip Pizzi

Audiences for
your streams?
Tis a consummation
devoutly to be wish'd.

of transmitter amortization and maintenance. On aper-listener basis, these fees
may be at relative parity to the ongoing
cost of supporting over-the-air delivery
(depending on the relative sizes of on-air
vs. online audiences).
Meanwhile, the 3G network providers
obtain agreat value-add to the appeal of
their service from Internet radio offerings, giving them further incentive to not
include AM/FM receivers on their
devices.
Note also that the general trend of telecom providers toward " triple play," in
which the same service provider offers
multichannel TV, telephone and Internet
access, or even " quad play," in which
wireless voice/data service is bundled as
well, notably leaves out radio — at least
the broadcast variety (i.e., some TV services include their own music channels,
which are either the remains of the old
"cable radio" services, or provided as
alternate delivery services by Sirius XM).
All's well that ends well?
So if radio broadcasters in the U.S. are
to take their place among the digital service trinity of Voice, Video and Data, it
will necessarily be by their own doing,
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Axia consoles come with 24/7 support.
(Because radio is a24/7 business.)

Broadcasting doesn't take time off for holidays and weekends.
So why do all the other console companies only provide
support from 9-to-5? This doesn't make much sense to us.

That's why Axia clients get 24/7 support, 365 days ayear
(366 days in leap years, wise guy).

Axia consoles are engineered to deliver years of trouble-free
use. They're so reliable, they carry a 5-year warranty (
the
industry's best). Chances are, you'll never need assistance,
but if you do, we'll be ready for you.

Our ' round-the-clock help line is +1-216-622-0247. Call
anytime; our support engineers will be happy to help you.

Extraordinary support. Yet another reason why Axia is the
fastest-growing console company in broadcasting.
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Exploring HD Radio Availability in Philadelphia
Their display center featured two HD Radios, an
Insignia NS- 05112 and a JVC KD-HDR30. The
Insignia, less expensive at $79, could not pick up asignal of any sort. The NC, at nearly $ 100 more, worked.
The JVC was able to get good analog signals of
WBEB(FM) and WYSP(FM) among others; however,
all signals were analog. When Iasked if they were HD
Radio Sean replied "Ithink so." Then Idiscovered how
to manually tune the radio and found the ' 80s format of
WBEB HD2. Isaid " See? There are
different channels." He said in slight
amazement, "Oh."
Ichecked WYSP and received no
HD Radio indicator and was unable
to tune the simulcast of KYW(AM)
that airs on WYSP(FM)'s HD2 and
could tune in no other FM digital stations.
Ithen switched to AM, hoping to
amaze him when he heard the allnews KYW jingle in crystal-clear
stereo.
Sorry. No AM reception, even at
such close proximity to the 50 kW
transmitters. And the auto radio
department is in the northeast corner
of the store, so only acinder block
wall stood between the station and
true HD Radio reception.
After about five minutes of trying
to pick up more stations, Idecided to allow him to wait
on other customers looking at satellite radio, which was
playing nicely on separate Sirius and XM displays.

Shopping for HD Radio Receivers in the City of Brotherly Love
an employee named Justin asked if he could help. When
Isaid, "Iwould like to see the HD Radios," Igot ablank
As a fellow broadcast consultant and researcher, I stare for a moment, then he brought Zach over, who
often ran into Thom Moon in the Diary Audit rooms of said: "Hmnun, we don't have any of those."
He went to the next aisle and said, "We had a Sony
Arbitron years ago. When Isaw his report in these pages
Boom Box, uh ... but, that's gone too. Iguess we don't
on the availability of HD Radios in the Cincinnati area
have any."
earlier this year, Ithought it would be good to check out
availability in the Philadelphia market.
Iam no stranger to HD Radio signals and their shortcomings, having a Dual XHD6425 USB HD Radio indash receiver in my car, aSony XDR-S3HD tabletop at
home and Radiosophy HD100 in my Washington office.
Ichose "the usual suspects" as far as retailers, the
first being aBest Buy in Conshohocken, asuburb to the
northwest of the city. It is line- of- sight to the
Roxborough antenna farm approximately 10 miles away
and under 2miles from the 50 kW signal of KYW(AM),
1060 kHz, which is broadcasting in HD Radio.
As Ilooked around at the table radios at the Best Buy,
by J.R. Russ

"How about car radios?" Iasked.
"Oh, yeah, maybe over there. Ask
•f
or Sean. He knows all the radios
e- there."
A stroll to the corner of the store
found Sean; arepeat of the question
sent him to a JVC KT-HDP1
Transportable HD Radio kit resembling a satellite radio receiver with
an RF modulator to transmit to the
existing car radio. These were in
sealed packages and were not able to
demo the sound.
Isaid Iwould prefer a new indash radio and would like to hear
one.

Tweeter
Iwent to Tweeter, an audiophile store primarily serving the northeast. Tweeter is far more professional and
expensive, and therefore less busy.
Iwas greeted by Peter, who pulled a large remote
control with an LCD screen from under the central desk.
He proceeded to demonstrate the Sonos ZP90 Zone
Player with optional remote. This device merges the
Internet and ahome stereo. He was able to surf the Net
and played the IBOC streams of FMs WXPN and
WHYY, saying he is "into jazz and classical music."
See PHILLY, page 20
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Philly
Continued from page 18

While Iwas thinking " I've got to have
one of these!" my mouth somehow managed to say, "That's nice but Idon't want
to spend $600 to $ 1,000. Do you have
just aradio that picks up HD Radio over
the air?"
He took me to awall of shelves; near
the bottom of one was a Sony XDRS3HD. It lit up but received no no main
HD stations nor multicasts.
Iasked if it had an antenna and he
said "Yes." This is the same radio Iown
and it only had a wire plugged into the
Audio Out jack. There is an antenna connector for coax or the supplied 36- inch
antenna wire but nothing had been connected and Peter didn't seem in a hurry
to do so.
He took me into another listening
me listen to it, does it?"
room and began to demonstrate the
On another day Idecided to go where
Sonos again. Now that's asalesman!
my Philly experience began.
Iasked about auto radios and he skirtIwas hired to do nights at WWSH,
ed over it, saying "We have acouple but
known as "FM- 106" in the 555 Building
they aren't connected." Isaid, "Let me
see that one." The $ 399 Alpine IDA - on City Line Ave., though that was six
formats and seven sets of call letters ago;
X001 he showed me lit up but wouldn't
555 is in Bala Cynwyd, and across the
play. Isaid I'd think about it.
street is Philadelphia.
Circuit City
The Adam's Mark hotel, ablock south,
has given way to a shopping complex
1went to another location in "the land
featuring aTarget, which is only a few
of big stores," aCircuit City about ablock
miles from the antenna farm and "spitting
away. That store was busy and it was near
distance" from the WHAT(AM), 1340
closing time so no help was available.
kHz, tower. Too bad there were no HD
There were no table or boom box
Radios available at Target.
models. On display in the automotive
Itraveled down the street to Bala
section were aJVC KD-HDR30 at $ 159
Plaza and RadioShack. In acomer of the
and JVC KD-G340, which is HDbusy store was their Accurian brand,
READY, priced at $ 104. Both lit up, but
neither could receive any signals, which
Model 12-1686. Ifirst heard one of these
units in the offices of WHAT(AM) in
was just as well because someone had an
XM radio blasting the hard rock of a 2006 when it had changed to AAA "Skin
Radio." It sounded great and Iwas excitchannel named "Squizz."
On the way out someone with awalkieed to hear the radio again. Unfortunately,
it had no power supply.
talkie and no name tag (amanager?) asked
if I'd found everything. When Isaid "No"
As Ilooked the unit over, associate
and explained, he said, "You can probably
Christine came over to assist me. When I
find them at circuitcity.com." Ithanked
asked if Icould hear the radio she said,
him and thought, "That really doesn't help
"Just aminute."

It was more like live but she came
from the back with the box containing all
the associated material, including the
power supply. She un wrapped everything and the radio could receive several
analog FM stations — but, again, none of
the digital signals.
Imentioned that there was an antenna
connection so she unwrapped it and connected the antenna. The tuner would then
pick up several HD Radio channels
including the ' 70s format of WOOL
HD2, an urban AC on WDAS HD2 and
another urban on WUSL HD2.
But still, no AM. So, Christine connected the AM loop. It could then receive nearby AM stations WHAT ( 1340 kHz) and
WDAS ( 1480 kHz) — but not in IBOC.
She stood there patiently while Itried
to receive any AM HD Radio signal but
to no avail. The city's other 50 kW AM
signal WPHT ( 1210 kHz) transmits from
New Jersey, some 20 miles away and
could not be received at all.
WPEN ( 950 kHz) has a transmitter
facility nearby but it has moved in the
daytime to Norristown which is past
Conshohocken, where Iwas previously.
After much fiddling, Isheepishly said I'd

All IWant For Christmas Is A

Balsys Studio!

BALSYSI
The Balsys Companies provide
afull range of services:
• Studio Conceptual Layout featuring
optimum workflow and flexibility
• Custom Furniture design and
fabrication
• Equipment Specification
& Procurement
• Project Coordination
• System Prewiring, Test,
& Documentation
• On- Site Installation & Training

think about it and jell. On the way out I
observed a customer buying a $ 150
Sirius radio package. When Igot back in
my car Ifound that WHAT was not
broadcasting adigital signal.
Meanwhile, RadioShack people work
on commission and that bothered me
since Christine was so patient and willing
to satisfy a customer. Having worked
retail sales several times in my life, Ifelt
bad that Ihad put her so many hoops. So
bad, Iactually called the store to tell her I
was writing an article and that Iwasn't a
jerk. (RadioShack management: Promote
this woman!)
So how is HD Radio doing in Philly?
Badly.
How can broadcasters expect the public to get excited about HD Radio when it
can't be uniformly heard everywhere?
How can retailers sell the product if
they don't stock it? Or if the products
they do have on hand can't be demonstrated and employees are clueless?
How can manufacturers justify building the product if it doesn't sell for these
reasons? No wonder some automakers
balked at putting HD Radio in cars when
it came up tied to the satellite merger.
That's one thing satellite radio has done
well: point-of-purchase marketing. Even if
the sales people are not well versed, the
displays can do the job. They work, they
explain what channels are offered, they
are easy to use; product is available.
RadioShack
Until recently, all terrestrial radio had
to say is that there are "channels between
the channels." That means nothing to the
average listener. Idon't think I've ever
heard HD2 or HD3 programming promoted on any station's analog channel. I
have only heard KYW(AM) promoting
that they can be heard on WYSP HD2.
Plus, the difference between analog
and digital FM is often negligible. The
real difference is on AM but, since most
AMs are talk nowadays, you rarely get a
chance to enjoy it except during IDs,
bumper music and commercials.
A recent trip across Pennsylvania to
Erie found only ahandful of HD Radio
stations, mostly in the larger cities. I
believe digital has a long way to go to
sell listeners and radios and fear HD
Radio is "another AM stereo," atechnology that also sounded great. Those radios
were installed in many GM and Chrysler
cars in the ' 80s just as most AMs moved
away from music to talk, negating the
need for stereo. Plus, stations would tout,
"Now broadcasting in AM stereo" so Joe
Public got in his ' 77 Galaxie 500 and
heard the same crummy- sounding AM
station. Click. Back to FM.
Terrestrial broadcasters and the NAB
held up the satellite merger, blaming the
medium for many of their woes. Ithink
the answer is to look in amirror.
J.R. Russ is a long-time broadcaster,
consultant and president of J.R. Russ
Programming & Research. Reach him at
www.movieticketradio.com.
Comment on this or any article. Write
to radioworld@nbmedia.com.
Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published
in alternating issues. Selected data is from BIAln's MEDIA Access
Pro"; the scoreboard also

The Balsys Companies
930 Carter Road # 228 - 234
Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-656-3719 • Fax: 407-656-5474

www.Balsys.com • Sales@Balsys.com

uses information supplied
by sources including

BIA
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iBiquity Digital Corp., the
HD Digital Radio Alliance
and RW's own research.
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Optimod-FM 5300 puts coveted five- band and two- band Optimod processing into a
sirte rack unit package and brings it to you at the most affordable price ever. Quality
sound is what 5300 is all about- sound that attracts audiences by provicing apolished,
professional piesentation regardless of format and source material.

Three Processors in One. The Orban 6300 is ahigh- quality, multipurpose stereo audio
3rocessor for digital radio, digital television, netcasts, STL protection, satellite uplink
Drotection, and digital mastering.

Orban's all- digital 9300 Optirrod-AM audio processor can help you achieve the highest possible audio quality in monophonic AM shortwave, medium wave and long wave
brpadcasts. Optimod-AM delivers louder, cleaner, brighter, FM- like audio with an open,
faicue-free quality that attracts listeners and holds them.
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Rack Room

Mid-Soutn: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben

Contact SCMS

C..itral: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
\\test Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp

at any of its offices

Md-We;t: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle

to discuss your needs

SDuthr-A,t antic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
Nortl—East:

1-800-438-6040

1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck

Sputh-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
North Ceitral: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
?ro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin Anerica: 1-760- 650-1427 Lily Massari

www.SCMSinc.com

Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC
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Neural: MP3,
iPod-Sourced
Music Rates High
The consumer electronics industry is
losing control over content and that's a
challenge for those who build audio systems. There's no way for someone designing aplayback system to know the quality
of the content, according to Neural Audio
CEO Geir Skaaden.
With the close relationship between
people and their digital media, "people are
ripping their own CDs and not necessarily
paying attention to the levels," he said.
Compressed audio sounds fine on ear-
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painstaking pace, the penetration for any
product in the consumer market takes a
while.
Neural Audio CEO Geir Skaaden
believes it will be 2010 or 2011 before we
see real HD Radio receiver penetration.
"It's not there yet but it's coming," he
said, crediting iBiquity and the HD Digital
Radio Alliance for getting the top-tier
brands in automotive consumer electronics to make HD Radio fundamental to
their next product cycles.
And in the next two to three years, early adopter broadcasters will also be
upgrading their IBOC equipment, he predicts, much like some early-adopter large
broadcast TV companies are already
upgrading their digital gear.
Neural is seeing broadcasters take
advantage of services that offer valueWhile broadcasters believe the market
of HD Radio receivers is growing at a added audio entertainment, such as car
telematics and audio and images in the
home, from the simple level of album
art to, at amore advanced level, streaming ads.
"The targeted streaming ads you see
consoles at amazing prices from
on the Internet today, those ad rates are a
higher rate-per-thousand than for TV.
There's no reason you can't tag that for
audio entertainment," Skaaden said.

buds and headphones, as CE sales will
attest, but it sounds worse if you take that
same MP3 or iPod audio and play it back
on apremium home or car stereo system.
That's because the stereo masker is
"unmasked" and the sound "image" is
expanded, according to Skaaden, who said
the company has away of compensating
for that in a post-processing mode that
makes adjustments in the playback system. The Neural-THX Surround Digital
Music Mode is designed for any compressed audio. It also works with an HD
Radio system.
To illustrate that point, at AES in San
Francisco in October, Neural discussed
survey results of about 60 participants
from the September CEDIA show, an
event focusing on staff at CE stores, custom installers and equipment resellers.
Neural was surprised to find that 50

NEW

full featured, professional

percent of its survey participants — those
who spend more than $2,000 on their
stereo system — preferred iTunes and
iPods, which employ compressed audio,
as sources of music for their customers
over CDs or DVDs.
Neural expected to find the opposite.
Eight percent of survey participants said
radio, which can also be compressed
audio, was the most important source of
music.

True IBOC Car

Penetration in
2010-11?
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Warren to
Lead Alliance;
HD2 Ad
Changes Too

ARC-15
$3,495
modular
3buses
2inputs per ch
supports 2phones
PC interface module
control room Bstudio

RC-10U
1,599

If you think that you
can't afford a
new console,

then you can think again I.

The Arrakis Advanced Radio Console' series (ARC.) features analog
electronics, ultra- low profile tabletop design, all electronic switching
with LEO lighted switches, apowerful telephone hybrid interface, aPC
sound card channel for digital playback and recording directly to aPC,
and RJ45 10 connectors (with cables) for fast installation.

www.arrakis-systems.com

970.461.0730

Now that the HD Digital Radio Alliance
is established and has strengthened relationships with automakers, receiver manufacturers and retailers, it's moving into
more of amarketing phase — precipitating
achange at the top.
As of Jan. 1, 2009, Peter Ferrara will
step away from the president/chief executive role and Diane Warren, now executive vice president, takes the top job. She
had been promoted to EVP from asenior
marketing/communication position in
January.
Ferrara felt it was "time for achange"
and that Warren's talents are more suited
to the new role of the alliance. He is staying on as an advisor and says he has other opportunities he's vetting with investment and technology companies.
Observers believe Ferrara is ready for
something new.
Alliance member broadcasters remain
committed to funding the group, Ferrara
said, and there will still be ad campaigns
promoting HD Radio. In fact, aholiday
campaign began Nov. 5.
Warren said her goals are to keep
broadcasters focused, to have engaging ad
campaigns and to "continue to have that
conversation with consumers" as well as
be aresource for HD Radio.
When the alliance launched in
December 2005, there were 300 stations
on-air with B30C and 40 multicast channels. Now there are some 1,800 stations
on-air and 945 multicast signals.
The alliance has also lifted its voluntary restrictions on multicast ads and programming.
The HD Radio Alliance comprises Clear
Channel Radio, Beasley Broadcast, Citadel
Broadcasting, Greater Media, Entercom,
Bonneville International, CBS Radio,
Emmis Communications and Cumulus.
— Leslie Stimson

RoadWarrior LC is a new full- duplex,
two chaniel ( Program & talkback) audio
codec. Its new design, robust, compact
and with aflat control surface, prevents
accidental damage to the controls and makes it easier
to use. It is a portable audio codec with all Suprima
functionality built in.

zo,a

Le

•IP/ISDN
•2- channel input mixer with line/mic levels and
phantom power
•Lightweight & rugged design
•Can be controlled remotely from its web page

•Includes LAN, ISDN, U & ST, and X.21
interfaces Standard
•Auto backup to ISDN from IP or X21
•Built in Web Browser for control and
monitor from remote location
•Comes fully loaded with every available
algorithm included

Rear panel of Road Warrior LC

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. # 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA

CCS

732-739- 5600
732-739-1818 fax
TM

MUSICAM USA„,

email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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CAP ( Common Alerting Protocol) to EAS
Cpmpliant — " Tie system actively polls a
CAP server every few seconds for new
emergency messages and pushes the
message out tc your FM listening audience.

Uses CAP to deliver Presidential Alert and
National Weather Service messages via
Eigital Emercency Alert System ( DEAS).

Partnered with Northrop- Grumman®
to deploy Naticnal Alert System on
Commercial Mobile Alert Devices.

PLUS

CALL US TODAY TO INSTALL THE SYSTEM AT NO CHARGE.

No cash investment.
Alert FM is asurefire way to build brand and listener appeal with song and artist tagging.
Alert FM is your earning partner for non-traditional revenues, such as iTunes®, with
special relationship packages using industry- leading mobile commerce technology. Alert
FM is an exclusive information channel for monitoring via car radio, and FM- enabled
devices, music players, cell phones and our own mobile and USB receivers.

GLOBAL
SECURITY SYSTEMS

601.709.4240 1alertfm.com Iinfo@alertfm.com
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GEP for That Bird Without aWire
Internet Notwithstanding, Satellite Remains
A Great Tool, So Get the Most Out of It
by Charles Fitch
Many years ago, more than I'd want to
admit, Itaught economics as part of an
"engineering economy" section.
Economics, unlike physics or mathematics, is about as inexact as a "science"
can be. For that reason you can have and
defend any theories you want. With this
license and for the purposes of stimulating the exploration of more generally recognized principles, Ideveloped The
Laws of Fitch.
This was alot of fun (at least for me),
although in retrospect Ifeel sorry for all
those indentured students.
Of those laws, my favorite is No. 1:
"The future gets here when someone is
willing to pay for it." There can be few
better examples of this than satellite technology.
Visionary
The late futurist and writer Arthur C.
Clarke generally is viewed as having
been first to propose the concept of geostationary orbiting satellites for communications use.
His first article, a 1945 piece for
Wireless World, described the use of
manned satellites in 24-hour orbits high
above the world's land masses to distribute television programs.
Clarke was specific in detailing a
workable system; yet it took nearly
another 30 years before someone was
ready to pay for communications satellites for broadcasting.
Real-time, terrestrial, distribution/transmission of network TV and radio has
always been costly and prone to point-offailure disruption through miles of cable
and multiple microwave hops. In some
cases, creation of such a system was
impossible, such as TV service to Hawaii
and Alaska using undersea copper cable;
this was one of the first uses of satellites
worth the money in the ' 70s. Shortly
thereafter radio networks such as ABC,
RKO and Satellite Music hitched aride on
these TV birds.
Someone willing to pay for it had been
found.

tances such as 30 miles; then ratchet up
your thinking of the alignment and loss
budget to reach amoving target 22,000
miles away at three or more octaves higher in frequency. Quite achallenge.
The third component is the downlink
or receiver site. You know these; because
satellite delivery is a ubiquitous radio
programming tool, there may be five or
more working dishes associated with
your station — possibly 10 out in the
yard, if you haven't bothered to take the
old dishes down.
The remaining "half' component is the
control station. This command center
tracks and positions the owner's satellite
to keep this immense investment up there
and "in the box."
Satellites are not static devices. We
don't throw them up there with arocket
slingshot and expect them to stay put.
As the earth turns on its vertical axis
and the winds of space ( not to mention

needed and the onboard battery storage
size required for when the bird is not
receiving sunlight. Because these items
have adirect effect on the satellite's usable
life cycle, these choices are critical.
We mentioned outgoing antennas; the
latest birds have multiple choices including spot beam antennas. With these, lower power can be used if service is only
needed in a small area on earth, also
allowing afrequency to be reused with-
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will have acombination device at the signal focus, the Low Noise Block converter. A polarity sensitive "feed horn" antenna couples signals into the LNB in which
these microwave signals are shifted down
to something usable, such as 1gigahertz
or 400 MHz.
At these frequencies, the signals of
interest can travel far greater coax distances to aconvenient location where the
receiver demodulates those signals into a
format we can use.
On really long cable runs or when
there are dissimilar grounds at each end
of the circuit or in the presence of much

The appearance of
satellite technology
for program delivery
was a great leap,
retiring frequencylimited and noisechallenged wire and
radio circuits.

gravity) assault these high-tech space vehicles, onboard propulsion devices (miniature thruster rockets in older birds, ion
pumps in the newer models) shuttle them
around following instructions from the
ground to position them so that they are
always where your receive dish is pointed.
The "payload" (the industry euphemism
for the configuration of the bird) is selected to maximize revenue generation
(remember, someone has to pay for all this;
only when that's done is it time for profit).
As mentioned, these space platforms
are repeaters. In the KISS philosophy,
transponders are used where the incomComponents
ing signal is merely shifted in frequency,
A working satellite system has 3-1/2
amplified and sent back out.
operative components.
The control station also has manageThe first is the satellite itself, which
ment over transponder power out,
for our uses is basically aradio repeater
whether the signal is crossbanded ( perin space. The "bird" is positioned to fly
haps taking aC band signal in and putat 6,877 mph in an orbit around the equating a Ka band signal out) and selection
tor at adistance of abit more than 22,000
of outgoing antenna.
miles above the earth's surface. That
The process of getting amoneymaking
speed matches the rotation of the earth
satellite running is amorass of decisions
turning below so that the relative position
of the satellite over aspot on the equator
and actions including governmental
approval. International agreements will
never changes. The speed is just under
guide selection of orbital slots, frequency
the escape velocity that would throw the
bands, polarity format and receive footprint
bird out into space.
(what part of the earth you want to serve).
The second component is the uplink,
How you divide up the spectrum into
essentially aglorified microwave transchannels, the count of transponders, the
mitter installation with high-powered
nominal powers used and the selection of
amplifiers and usually as big an antenna
transmit antennas are decisions that,
as the budget can afford or the techs can
handle to narrow the beam width into a though subject to convention, are within
the purview of the operator.
tight focus.
Power used by the transponders plays
Think of the factors that influence 950
MHz Sil paths that struggle to make disdirectly into the size of the solar array

out interference, perhaps on both the East
and West Coasts for example.
Earthside
We'll leave the birds to the financial
heavy hitters for the moment. What about
our end of the system on the ground here
at the station?
Outside, in the yard, up on the roof,
sometimes even out at the transmitter or
mounted on the tower is the microwave
antenna — the dish — used to receive
those satellite transmissions.
Our STLs at 950 MHz essentially obey
optical principles, and these microwave
signals from space do too. Solid objects
such as buildings will mask the signal
completely; so can leaves that grow into
the path in the springtime. Bare trees waving in the wind, rain, heavy fog, and snow
or ice on the dish will attenuate the signals.
Even heavy dirt on the dish can be afactor.
Also, because we're dealing with
microwave frequencies where loss in
coax is measured in inches rather than
feet, the sooner we can get down to frequencies we can deal with, the better.
For that reason, most often the antenna

electromagnetic interference, these downconverted signals are modulated into light
and sent on fiber optic cable instead.
Best practices
As happens with most technology, cost
and complication have come down while
reliability and features have come up.
Today's earth station systems are far less
expensive and finicky than those of even
adecade ago.
Pragmatically speaking, however,
users should be aware of good engineering practices that will always be with us.
•GEP suggests that the best performance
and reliability come from the best installations. Do it right the first time and
you'll never have to come back to it.
•Support and attach the dish to its mount
as well as you can. Alignment tolerances are less then +/- 1degree in most
cases. Even the smallest allowable
movement can take you off the air.
•To avoid loss of alignment from pole
rotation always install " spurs" on
mounting poles sunk in concrete. For
See SATELLJTE, page 28
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Athough four times smaller than trie competition, each of the 14 different Cll audio codecs offers many more
features: The entire range of fourteen Cil MAYAH products delivers aunique combination of functions that
piovide optimal performance at an attractive price.
The /
2 19" 1RU compact C11 codec units are not only easy to operate, they offer compatibility following the
1
EBU/NACIP standard via IP by utilizing the MAYAH FlashCast technology for ISDN and IP. The unit can automatical yrecognize any remote location giving your radio station the competi1ive edge. There is no need for a
fan and with aconsumption rate of only 8W, it is ideally suited for rack installation. Moreover, there is aunit

-

Audio Codec

MAYAH Communications
Daniel Loeffler
North American Business Development
Bellingham, WA 98225
dloeffler@mayah.com
DIRECT: ( 360) 618 1474
CELL: ( 408) 429 5177
FAX: ( 408) 907 2020
WVAV. ma
ya h.com

wiich cortains aredundant power supply unit with two Hot Swap PSUs in 19" supporting up to 8 C11 devices. Technical adaptability is akey highlight: whether aG.711/22, Layer 2/3, Eapt-X or an AAC HE and ELD,
even lirear and AES/EBU transparent, all these formats are available. Besides Ethernet, there is 4 BRI ISDN,
ASI, 2nd Ethernet, UMTS/3G and POTS/PSTN, depending on the model. All advanced versions offer storage
capability on aSD card or USB stick, e.g. for logging, warning signals or regionalization. A variety of controlling
software is available: Web Remote, Windows- Line- Management or SNMP network monitoring.
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Richardson Offers 1 kW FM Amp Module
Richardson Electronics is
offering the FM1K-108, acompact 1kW FM amplifier module
made by Res-Ingenium.
The Class B amplifier is
designed for FM and HD Radio
FM broadcast applications. The
company said it provides robust
protection circuitry for security
against overdriving, SWR overvoltage and thermal runaway.
The amplifier offers 1kW of
linear CW output power ( from
87.5 to 108 MHz), a74 percent
collector efficiency and superior
harmonic suppression (-55 dBc),
Richardson said.

It uses four MRF6V2300NBR I
LDMOS transistors from Freescale
Semiconductor. Enhanced gain
(22 dB) allows the system designer
to use lower input power (7watts),
eliminating one or more gain
stages and saving cost.
This module is intended for
transmitter, translator and exciter
designs. Data sheets and samples
are available from Richardson
Electronics sales representatives.
The module can be used with the
Wakefield 510-9M heat sink from
Richardson Electronics.
Info: www.rfwireless.rell.com/
amplifiers.asp.

Finally, asuper-compact ultra- portable broadcast mixer that's

recorded program material through the SixMix. Push your pro-

ready to go when you are. It's loaded with the staples big profes-

gram back to your computer for recording or streaming. Need

sional radio consoles have to ensure your shows come off with-

to send aseparate feed to another PC or server? There's even a

out ahitch. And unlike the big boyse's got abell and whistle or

dedicated S/PDIF port to handle it.

two that makes it the essential centerpiece of your next remote
broadcast or emergency studio.

Factor in its cue speaker ar;d automatic monitor muting, mixminus output, comprehensive headphone and monitor sys-

Intuitive and easy to use, with large color-coded controls and

tems, plus awealth of output options and it's clear to see that

bright LED meters, it gives you superb audio quality with ten mic

SixMix will transform your laptop or desktop computer into a

and line- level inputs across six mixing channels for real versatil-

full-fledged professional broadcast studio

ity. And you can seamlessly add aguest announcer with their
own headphone mix with our optional Multiphones MiniPod.

SixMix. You're on the air.

With its built in DA/AD audio codec via aUSB port, simply conned the SixMix to any USB-compatible computer and you're
on the air. Use your favorite software to serve up tunes or any

HENRY

FE

Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA • T: 626.355.365 6. F:626.355.0077 • email: Info@henryeng.com
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Satellite
Continued from page 26

poles used with small dishes (24 inches
or less), these can be as simple as
drilling two holes near the bottom of
the pipe and sending pieces of continuous thread ( allthread) through those
holes in quadrature. On larger poles it's
best to weld angle iron onto the pole.
•In areas of severe frost heaves, make
certain that any satellite mounting foundations are proper for the region and
that they get under the "frost line." In
high latitudes, frost heaves can move
even huge dishes way out of alignment.
•Find a location that has acompletely
clear view of the satellite of interest in
all seasons and, if at all possible, can
"see" the balance of the equatorial satellite horizon. Cost pressures beat all of us
into the ground; programmers will
change carriers to follow the lowest cost,
and you may need to find that new bird
quickly.
•Treat your sat RF connections even better
than you would your STL. Use the lowest-loss, highest-quality connectors and
cables available, avoid splices no matter
how pretty, minimize the jumper count,
ground and ground as often as possible
especially the dish assembly, the LNB,
the coax, the receiver frame, etc.
•Make certain that the DC that powers
the LNB is really pure DC and that it is
the right voltage at the LNB.
•Keep notes of signal levels and bit error
rates over time and channels so that you
have some benchmark data at troubleshooting time.
•On digital systems a peak alignment
using just the receiver is best obtained
by minimizing the eb/no value. The
receiver takes some time to update the
display of the error rate so adjust very
slowly while monitoring the demodulated audio to make certain that you are
peaking up the desire signal.
•Carefully seal up the feed horn assembly to avoid creating ayear-round bug
hotel. Bug bodies are great RF attenuators especially when a zillion of them
are jammed in your feedhorn.
•After peaking fixed dishes, you should
mark their alignment with durable indicators so if the dish is moved by high winds
or an aberrant auto bumper, you can
quickly restore them to the approximately
correct orientation to relocate the signal.
The appearance of satellite technology
for program delivery was a great leap,
retiring frequency-limited and noise-challenged wire and radio circuits throughout
the nation.
As ayoung consulting engineer Ivisited one of the first stations on the RKO
satellite network. The station's production room had the net pot open, and just
before the news Iheard the network
announcer practicing his opening copy.
My comment to the station staff was that
this fellow had a great voice. Iasked,
"How long has he been working here?"
Ithought the fellow was in the next
room, not 50,000 miles away in New
York. Doncha just love satellites?
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is aregistered
professional consultant engineer, member
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SBE,
lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed electrical contractor, former station owner
and former director of engineering of
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass.
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A Chat With Bay Country
Supply Side is a series of occasional
articles about broadcast industry suppliers.
Bay Country Broadcast Equipment Inc.
buys and sells used radio broadcast
equipment and recently noted its 10th
anniversary.
A visit to its Web site on a typical day
showed gear from manufacturers such as
Comrex, Belar, Aphex Systems, Harris,
Audio-Technica, Autogram, Sine
Systems, Anchor Audio, Tieline, Scala,
Marti, Musicam USA and Titus Labs.
RW asked founder Steve Scarborough
for some background.

wants to buy?
Scarborough: I sell our
equipment on acash basis;
that can be accomplished with
either a check in advance,
credit card or on some occasions COD.

Bay Country
AreBROADCAST

EQUIP MI \ 1

upgrades is also utilized.
RW: What's the most gratifying sale or
project you've been involved in?
Scarborough: There is no single one that
stands out. Iam are very thankful for all
of the terrific customers who have purchased equipment from me.
RW: What are terms for someone who

RW: How did the company get started,
and why?
Scarborough: It was started with the
notion that radio broadcasters needed a
place to go to be able to purchase quality
used equipment with a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. Ihave been taking
care of sales and support personally for
over 10 years.
RW: What's your own background, prior
to this?
Scarborough: Istarted out with David
Green Broadcast Consultants in 1984 as
warehouse manager, and eventually
received the opportunity to move into
new equipment sales.

Info
Bay Country Broadcast Equip. Inc.
7117 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220
Phone: ( 877) 722-1031 toll free
Web: www.baycountry.comlused_equipment.html

RW: And for the seller?
Scarborough: Itypically e-mail a purchase order to the client to have backup
paperwork for the transaction. When we
receive the equipment we ask for three to
seven days to have ample time to check
the gear in. Once this is done we issue a
company check to them. We have also

used PayPal on some transactions.
RW: What else might a Radio World
reader want to know?
Scarborough: Our Web site is the best
place to see the most up to date list of
quality used equipment available. It is
updated every weekday..

Trade Up. Save Big.
Upgrade to Google Radio Automation
and keep $ 1000's in your pocket. ( But you'd better hurry.)

RW: How has the nature of your business
changed in the time since you launched it?
Scarborough: The nature of the business
has not changed. Our customers are still
looking for agood deal on used equipment. The only thing that does change is
the equipment. Ihave to keep up with the
new technology since it will be in
demand on the used side.
RW: How has HD Radio affected your
business? How has the current national
economy affected it?
Scarborough: HD Radio has increased
the supply of equipment available for
sale from the stations that upgraded.
We are doing our part to help out in this
sluggish economy. Everyone is looking
for a way to save money and we can
accommodate them with a piece of
equipment to meet their needs at a substantial savings.
k.‘r\r°L>

RW: Where did you learn to service the
gear you buy and sell?
Scarborough: The knowledge has been
gained mostly from hands-on experience.
If we have an issue that can't be resolved
here we have an array of repair facilities
to use. Sending a piece of equipment
back to a manufacturer for repair or

e-

Here's the deal:

be-e-e)1.\\Der

Trade up to Google Radio Automation from any competing automation system before
October 31 of this year, and we'll give you our software absolutely free.
That's right-- a value worth up to $ 10,000 per station ( restrictions apply).

Hurry

this offer won't last

For complete details on this offer and to view our online demo, please visit
www.google.com/radioautomation, or call us at 800.726.8877.
I
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Cf Copyright 2008. All rights reserved. Google is aregistered tradename of Google Inc.
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Radiolicious Brings Radio to iPhones
by James Careless
In the war between radio and Internetbased technologies, Radiolicious is trying
to build abusiness model by striking back
on broadcasters' behalf. Radiolicious is a
free downloadable
player for iPhone
users. Once on their
wireless handsets,
Radiolicious allows
True Olern,
them to stream audio
and Web content from
1
any AM/FM station
that is signed up to the
service, at no cost to
the iPhone user.
"Radiolicious is the
third leg of the modern broadcasting stool,
the other two being
over-the-air transmission and the Web,"
said Rick Brancadora,
an early affiliate. He is
the CEO, licensee and
GM of LifeRadio WIBG(AM), a
Christian talk station that has signed up to
Radiolicious.
"With more than 20 million ¡ Phones
out there, Radiolicious is agreat way for
us to grow our audience."

an

wireless networks, including EDGE, WiFi
and 3G. Besides delivering audio, it provides iPhone users with graphics and the
ability to request songs, send comments
and enter contests from their handsets.
Operationally, Radiolicious is simple;

The mobile phone has profoundly changed
how people interact with media when
they're on foot or in their cars.
— Doug Daigle

Omni Oar MM.,
CommoLoOM

The technology
Radiolicious is a software application
developed by MySimBook.com, adeveloper/marketer of awareness-based advertising products. The company is owned
by Global Security Systems, also known
in the radio industry for its FM Alert
technology.
"Radiolicious is atruly native iPhone
radio player," said Doug Daigle, cofounder of MySimBook. "It provides all
of the Web streams, including WMA,
from subscribing broadcasters directly to
iPhone users."
Radiolicious works on all commercial

after subscribing to the service —
usually by purchasing a subscription based on market size or bartering commercial airtime to
MySimBook — the station logs
onto MySimBook's business Web
site and links their audio streams.
They can also provide the other
content described earlier and arrange
for interactive traffic between their station's e-mails and Radiolicious users.
At the consumer end, "The user simply
downloads aRadiolicious from the app
store," said Daigle. "It is free to download, and there are no additional charges."
Stations are categorized by genre and
location, making it easy for Radiolicious
users to find the stations they want and
add them to their Favorites list for fast
access. Radiolicious subscribers can also
access Internet-only audio streams, share
music with friends and buy songs directly
from iTunes while using the player.
"The mobile phone has profoundly
changed how people interact with media
when they're on foot or in their cars," he
says. " Radiolicious makes it easy for
broadcasters to reconnect to this audience, many of whom have forsaken conventional AM/FM radio for newer technologies."
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LifeRadio is based in Ocean City, N.J.
It is licensed as adaytime AM, operating
at 1,900 watts; it signs off every sunset to
make way for clear channel KDKA. But
WIBG runs on the Internet 24/7, and with
its appearance on Radiolicious, the sta-

t. 1.418.682.3380

If.

1.418.682.8996

www.davicom.com

tion says it has found a second way to
keep reaching its audience at night without broadcasting.
"We are finding more and more peo-

ple are tuning into our Web-based audio
stream," said Brancadora. "With iPhone
now included via Radiolicious, we've
got the necessary second half of this
one-two punch."
Being on Radiolicious isn't just away
around being adaytimer. "On the Web
and Radiolicious, we have as big afootprint as ABC and CBS," Brancadora said.
"But it's really Radiolicious that makes
the difference, because we are now available on aportable medium unfettered by
radio's physical limits."
To further promote LifeRadio online,
Brancadora hopes to take advantage of
blogging sites offered by Radiolicious,
plus the system's two-way messaging
capability.
"We are already a two-way station,
because we're talk radio," he said.
"Instant messaging is also proving to be
big, which is where Radiolicious comes
in. With this platform, people will be able
to hear us all over America, and interact
with us as well."
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be based in the
Netherlands. He's
held
positions
with Lantronix
International and
HID Corp.
Nautel opened
a customer support center in
Quincy, Ill., and
made several staff
announcements.
Marcel van der
Jim Krueger had
Mee, Barix
worked on highpower systems at Harris and before that
was with the U.S. Coast Guard, where he
was involved with installation of Loran-C
Entercom Communications named
high power transmitters. Also hired is
Rick Rapalee as director of engineering
Nelson Bohorquez, who had worked at
for its six stations in Sacramento,
Broadcast Electronics in customer
Calif. They are KCTC(AM),
service.
KDND(FM), KRXQ(FM),
Nautel also said John Bisset
KSEG(FM), KSSJ(FM) and
and Ellis Terry joined in sales
KWOD(FM).
positions and Steve Schmitt in a
He's been with the compasales engineering role. Bisset
ny for 12 years as an engineer
was with Broadcast Electronics;
and chief engineer; prior to
he also has worked for Harris
that, while in the U.S. Air
and run his own engineering
Force, he specialized in satelfirm. He was SBE's Educator of
lite communications.
the Year last year and writes
WCPE General Manager
Rick Rapalee,
RW's Workbench column; he
Deborah S. Proctor was
Entercom
becomes Nautel's regional sales
honored by the Institute of
manager for Europe and Southern Africa.
Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Its
Terry will be Nautel's Western U.S.
Eastern North Carolina Section presented
regional sales manager. He has worked at
aTechnical Achievement Award " in
BE and Harris and is aformer chief engirecognition of her enterprise, innovation
neer. Schmitt comes aboard as sales engiand entrepreneurial drive in the conception, development and successful evoluneer. He held asimilar position at BE and
has worked in customer service at both
tion of WCPE, The Classical Station."
Engineer Ed Dulaney becomes director
BE and Harris; he'll be based in Quincy.
of engineering for Rocky Mountain Radio
Network. He had been with Crawford
Broadcasting for 12 years.
He'll assist Rocky Mountain in the
acquisition
of
five radio stations
in Colorado, with
an eye to expansion. Dulaney is
also a contract
engineer with a
focus on AM and
HD Radio.
Barix
AG
named Marcel
Jim Krueger and Nelson Bohorquez
Ed Dulaney,
van der Meijs as
with Nautel Customer Service
Rocky Mountain
VP of sales and
Manager Kevin Rodgers, center.
Radio Network
marketing; he' I
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PM.. NEED AHUMP US HAS ALL KINDS!
AXIA ELEMENT
You want IP-Audic done right? Go with the company that invented it! Modular
board built from heavy aluminum extrusions with tons of features like
fully-automatic mix- minus on every fader, Omnia voice processing, onboard EQ,
instant recall of uEer settings, direct control of Telos hybrids and lots more. 4
main mix buses plus stereo Aux sends/returns make Element perfect for on-air
or production. Mwtiple frame sizes from 2to 40 faders; backed by Axia's 5-year
warranty and 24/7 support - the best in the business!

RADIO SYSTEMS MILLENIUM DIGITAL
Millenium Digital gives you fantastic " bang for the buck!" Available in 6-, 12and 18-fader sizes, Millenium Digital gives you analog and AES/EBU inputs
1111111.1111M

(with built-in sample rate conversion) on every channel, 3mixing buses with
analog or digital outputs, and up to 10 fully- programmable mix- minus
outputs. Choose the new Millenium

Digital

Network model for easy

connection to Axia IP-Audio networks!

HARRIS NETWAVE
The newest conscle from Harris is at home in any facility! With four mixing
1

buses, two mix- minus channels, easy-to- use talkback and telco interfaces and
universal input modules for analog and digital sources, NetWave is perfect for
á

à

-

stations in smaller markets that still want the power of a Harris console.
Comes in 8-, 16- and 24- input sizes with optional networking capability and a
"heads up" meter display!

ARRAKIS ARC- 15
On abudget but don't want a " budget console"? Cieck out the new Arrakis
ARC 15, with five selectable high-performance mic channels with Phantom
power, dedicated phone input channel, direct PC aucio input, built-in talkback
capabilities and an optional 16x3 stereo switcher lo help handle even tht,
bigges -:jobs. Two stereo buses with mono mixdowns and both balanced and
unbalanced I/O make ARC- 15 aversatile, cost-effective performer!

BGS ALSO CARRIES
....rni>dng consoles from AEO, Yamaha, Souncicraft, Spirit, Behringer, Mackie, Sandies, Allen & Heath, Logitek,
Broadcast Tools, Henry, Dixon,

TaSC3M Aiez1SiS,

Crest, Intelix, Presonus, Samson and Phonic.

Whatever you need - BGS has it!
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www.bgs.cc
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Belar FMHD-1 Clears the Skies
Monitor Helps Washington State University
Clarify HD Radio Signals at Several Stations
by Jer Hill
Broadcast Chief Engineer
KNVVY(FIVII, KFAE(FM)
and KVVVVS(FM)
Washington State University

and click function knob. A very good and
compact design job by Belar.
Easy start
The manual was also compact in verbosity but clearly described each screen

whether you are viewing the screens or
not. It does not go to sleep, thus requiring
areboot. All functions are available via
the screen and you don't need to hook up
alaptop to it to get into the finer details of
adjusting your system but the laptop does
enhance the usability of the FMHD-1.
Useful features include measuring
proper absolute audio polarity between

RICHLAND, Wash. Washington State
University operates several radio stations
in affiliation with Northwest Public
Radio. Iam the chief broadcast engineer
for those stations. Recently Ihad the
opportunity to put the Belar FMHD-1
modulation monitor through its paces at
several of our HD Radio stations.
The first test for me with any new
product is the ID- 10-T ... can you hook it
up, turn it on and get useful work out of
the device without reading the manual?

Front and Back Views
of the Belar FMHD-1 Monitor

The answer for the FMHD-1 was aconditional yes. Navigating the menus with
the function wheel worked very well, but
to enter data — that took alittle playing
around. Nothing strenuous. In fact, once I
figured that out, it impressed me that so
much is available with the simple turn

and answered most of my questions. It
did not take more than afew minutes and
Iwas accessing all functions.
A major positive is that the display
stays on. There is no resetting of the
device needed when you switch functions
or screens. The information is updated

FM and HD1 and power measurements
on the spectrum analyzer page that are
useful for indicating FM to HD carrier
ratio of 20 dB. It has a number of very
good audio meters including HD, analog
(de-emphasized) and composite preemphasized FM. Oh, and it decodes PAD.
The FMHD-1 will work with a com-

Broadcast measurements
in a light-weight package
Designed to meet the full spectrum of broadcast signal
analysis needs, the MS2721B Handheld Spectrum
Analyzer meets all FCC 73.44 protocols and iBiquity
requirements for AM and FM
IBOC—making it ideal for
AM NRSC proofs. And, with
afront end dynamic range
of > 90 dB and anoise floor of
-163 dBm at 1Hz RBVV, this
lightweight handheld supports a
91*

full range of new wave wireless
signals—from 3G and ultra
wide- band to VViMAX.

Spectrum Master MS2721B

/Matsu

Sales Offices: USA and Canada 1-800-ANRITSU, Europe 44 (0)
1582-433433. Japan 81 (46) 223-1111, Asia- Pacific (852) 2301-4980.
South America 55 (21)2527-6922, www.us anritsu corn ©2008 Anritsu Company

Call 1-800-ANRITSU to place an order or schedule
a demo, or visit www.anritsu.us/Broadcast897
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puter or aLAN/WAN computer network.
All display menus, metering and display
pages are available in the computer application form and it is possible to monitor
the market by using the computer for signal tuning and the display screen for
monitoring. Using acomputer does, however, disable the function wheel.
The best feature is the audio blend
delay detection screen. That page shows a
reading in samples or milliseconds and a
report of whether the analog is leading or
lagging and by how much.
Iused the o-scope/oscillator method to
align the analog and digital at KNWY
(FM) ayear ago when we built that station. The FMHD-1 reported that we were
378 samples out of alignment. Icould not
hear this error in the blend in my HD
Radio receiver but it was nice to know
that Icould precisely set the delay and
not worry about the drifting packet timing. With the monitor, it is easy to detect
this parameter being out of adjustment.
Also, having the error reported in samples was a very simple data entry in the
Exporter delay menu. Problem was fixed
with acouple of button clicks.
At KFAE(FM) Idid a quick by ear
time- alignment and went on to other
things. According to the FMHD-1, we
were over 4,000 samples out with
reversed phase. It was simple to bring it
into alignment and once in alignment it
was obviously correct. The jury is still
out on the delay as to whether it is setand-forget or do you have to tweak every
once and awhile. This is ahandy box for
reassuring that.
Also on the delay screen is ameasurement of the audio power in the FM analog and the HD1 signal with adB ratio of
the difference. This is something that I
set with my ear to good result ... but we
were out by about 1dB ... or the limit of
human perception to level change. So, I
welcomed the information to get it spot
on. Now listening to the KFAE analog to
HD1 station blend, we hear the wideopen highs of the HD1 signal rather than
the high-frequency limiting distortion on
the pre-emphasized analog side.
Belar uses aunique dual indicator on the
metering for delay error. One scale is the
current value indicator, defining whatever
is happening at that instant. The second is
an average reading indicator, allowing an
engineer to follow longer-term performance trends. Using these two you can get a
sense of the overall alignment and any
potential drift in your system.
Meters matter
Speaking of metering, in the HD Radio
world, there is no such thing as an
absolute standard, so some of the meters
have scalability that allows users to find a
reasonable match for the performance of
the system in order to have ameaningful
display that relates the relative quality of
the audio.
Isuppose that using the composite FM
signal loudness as your reference, all other
See BELAR, page 35

Impossible Remote?

Nah...You've Got ACCESS!

Tampa Bay Rays' Real-World Super Hero Saves the Day!
Fans of the Tampa Bay Rays baseball team are intimately familiar with Dave Wills
and Andy Freed, play-by-play announcers and hosts of "The Hot Stove Radio Show."
Offering the inside track on all things Rays, the show kicked off its 2008 season with the
"Countdown to Opening Day" series. While at aremote from awell-known sports bar,
ACCESS showed its true worth. Two minutes before the broadcast, the ISDN line that
was supposed to be used for the broadcast failed to connect. Luckily, they had the
ACCESS rurning on Wi-Fi provided by the restaurant. The broadcast got on the air and
was flawless for the entire one hour show.
ACCESS de ivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular; satellite,
POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix,
Above: Rays broadcasters Andy Freed (
left) and Dave
Wills (
right) hterview Rays' star third base prospect
Evan Longoria on the "The Hot Stove Radio Show."

Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the

Top: Larry McCabe, Tampa Bay Rays Senior Director
of Broadcastng and Rich Herrera, broadcaster and
Director of Radio Operations are shown on the field
during sprinc training.

Contact Co-nrex today and find

challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in
real time over most available IP connections.

out how ACCESS can help you
become a Real-World Super
Hero — wherever you are!

Put Comex On The Line.
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Burk Adds to Plus Family
Burk Technology aims to make remote control and monitoring easier and more
cost-effective with the Plus-X 300 eight-channel I/O interface and PlusConnect
direct interfaces for select transmitter models.
These products join the Plus-X AC-8 remote outlet controller and PlusConnect
interfaces for Harris Z and 3DX transmitters in aseries of IP-based designed to capitalize on the ARC Plus platform.

The Plus-X 300 connects via Ethernet to anew or existing ARC Plus remotecontrol system to add eight metering or status inputs and eight relay outputs for
control. In addition to traditional transmitter site applications, the Plus-X 300 is
well-suited for use in studios, control rooms, IT space and elsewhere because engineers no longer need to accommodate wiring paths back to the remote control rack.
Instead, Plus-X units distribute I/O throughout the building while the ARC Plus
manages alarms, notifications, automatic events and corrective actions. For existing
ARC Plus installations, the Plus-X 300 can be used in conjunction the input and
command relay units already in place.
The new PlusConnect models allow direct integration of the ARC Plus with the
Broadcast Electronics 4MX, Nautel V-series and Rohde & Schwarz 8000-series
transmitters. The PlusConnect series of products eliminates external parallel wiring
to the transmitter; Burk says this dramatically reduces installation time and effort.
The PlusConnect exposes more remote control parameters than otherwise available,
allowing the ARC Plus to offer detailed troubleshooting via Web, telephone, software or front panel.
For more information, contact Burk Technology at (800) 255-8090 or visit
www.burk.com.

New 5.1 Software
Helps Broadcasters
New 5.1 surround sound software
from DK-Technologies, for its MSD
Series of high- end audio meters
(MSD600M++, PT0600M, PT0660M
and PT0660M-LS), has useful features
to help broadcast and post production
professionals improve audio quality for
surround sound, stereo and mono.
Among these features is the new
StarFish display that allows users to
see what they are hearing when listening in surround sound.
When the same audio signal is
applied to two loudspeakers, it can under certain conditions sound twice as loud as it
does when one loudspeaker is switched off.
This phenomenon cannot be read via anormal PPM meter, but StarFish shows an
image of the acoustic audio levels, thus allowing the user to visualise the true level.
This information is given alongside the images provided by DK's JellyFish display,
which shows audio levels supplied to the center, left/right and left/right rear speakers.
The new software also includes ITU-recommended loudness measuring methods
that provide new additions to the LEQ (m) and Flat Filtering methods available in earlier versions. Also new is the ability to show SMPTE timecode on the main display to
define the start and stop of the loudness measurement. This feature supports the direct
spooling of the audio to the desired position in the recording. By utilizing the dual ballistics of the PPM, the audio engineer simultaneously can monitor the correct level on
aconventional audio scale and ensure that the level does not exceed the margins
decided by the digital signal.
DK-Technologies' software allows an integral matrix in the audio meter to determine the mix down of the surround sound signal to astereo and amono signal. This
feature allows the audio engineer to monitor and optimise the mixdown while working
on the surround sound signal.
For automatic logging of the audio signal, DK-Technologies has introduced DKLevelRead, aPC program that reads the levels from the audio meter and stores the
measurements on the PC, together with the accompanying timecode. The measured
values are used to determine and display the maximum levels. Alarms originated by
too high levels or missing signal are detected and marked on the readings for easy
identification.
All new audio meters from DK-Technologies are delivered with the new software.
while existing users can upgrade earlier audio meters with the new features.
For more information, contact DK-Technologies America at (800) 421-0888 or visit
www.dk-technologies.com.
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MADE IN USA

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X-10008
Bring major market sound to

Engineered with the latest technology

your radio station with the dual.

advances. X- 1000B offers high

hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules

reliability and built-in redundancy.

capable of 150% modulation in

Get ready to save money while

Armstrong Transmitter's X- 1000B.

improving your sound and reliability.

(1KVI HD & DRM ready AM transmitter)

Call us today!

A

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.com

A

www.armstrong .

The DaySequerra Model M2.2R Modulation Monitor, based on the popular
M2.0X, gives broadcasters additional tools to monitor and create alarm triggers for
their HD Radio broadcast transmissions.
In addition to the
original M2.0X model's
basic capabilities, the
M2.2R includes six programmable dry, floating
alarm relays, RBDS display, full FM analog
component monitoring including SCA and pilot injection levels and AM noise. amultiplex output for external SCA decoders, Ethernet interface for streaming PAD data or
remote control, and DaySequerra's Remote Dashboard software program, which lets
broadcasters remotely tune the unit, provide alarms for key signal parameters and log
their data. The new M2.2R also features full time digital audio output, even when tuned
to an analog station.
The DaySequerra proprietary PLM ( Performance Loss Module) Option has also
been included in the M2.2R. This technology employs heuristic algorithms which cannot be misled by pink noise or tones, and will generate alarms when real program
silence is detected in HD Radio or analog broadcasts. Unlike external silence-sense
units, the M2.2R can also trigger an alarm on loss of RF carrier, audio, OFDM lock,
RBDS stream, PAD stream, multicast available and delay bit.
In addition to its onboard programmable relay alarms, the M2.2R can be remotely
controlled and monitored through the included Remote Dashboard software. Users can
measure, log and alarm RF carrier strength. confirm the program status of the analog
signal and HD- 1through HD-8, monitor and provide alarm for loss of audio and analog delay bit, even auto-scan through multiple station presets. The complete HD Radio
PAD and SIS data package, including station descriptions and program song title,
artist, album, genre and comments, can also be simultaneously displayed, each in its
own window. Alarm capability is provided for all Remote Dashboard functions including analog and digital audio silence sensing. Active alarm notification is via relay contact closures as well as E-mail.
For more information, contact DaySequerra at (856) 719-9900 or visit www.
daysequerra.com.
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Belar
Continued from page 32

can be made to give you adeflection that would help you track performance of that parameter.
The problem to overcome is that the
HD importer and exporter sound cards
also have scalable inputs. It is possible
that afully useable audio dynamic range
is not being delivered in the digital
domain. Such a situation would lead to,
for instance, compensating for it in the
exciter scaling or the audio processor.
The manual has an extensive section
on using the spectrum analyzer to display
the RF Mask. This is a powerful feature
of the FMHD-1. Using the measurements
column and the correct mask screen readmeters

radioworld.com

BUYER'S GUIDE
out with averaging, you will get a comprehensive picture of your FM and HD
modulation. In the case of KFAE(FM),
we are high-level combined with two
transmitters and we were able to verify
correct operation of the system through

the FMHD-1 spectrum analyzer. It should
be noted that the spectrum mask display
must be set up in aspecial way for proper
monitoring.
Another quibble Ihave is that while a
peak line can be made to stick for afew

Belar HDFM-1 Time-Align Screen

IRadio

World

moments on the audio displays, the product lacks agood analog composite peak
flasher/counter that can be relied upon
for set-up of the analog modulation.
This is areally great product and I've
only scratched the surface of the available functions in this unit. Iunderstand
that this is a new offering from Belar. I
would suggest that they come up with a
peak counter for analog signals and provide meters that have the option of selectable indefinite peak hold. But it is
already ready for prime time and it is better than any other product offering that
I've used. In fact Ican say that this box
gives me confidence that we are able to
measure and calibrate our operation within the legal limits according to FCC rules
and regulations. Wish we owned one.
For more information, contact Belar at
(610) 687-5550 or visit www.belancom..

Remote Control

F'HCIENIX>-/MEIBILE

For Harris ZX
Transmitters

Multi- Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Broadcast

And More
The Harris Web Remote system is a
new compact monitor and control system
for use with any Harris transmitter and
other supporting equipment. This compact
package allows broadcasters to monitor
and control an array of equipment at a
remote location via an embedded Web
server and astandard browser application.

General features:
• Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for doing remotes
• Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box
• Accommodates two optional comms

Additional features:

I/O modules

• Independent Main Program and

• PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules

Coordination / Talk- Back channels

available now - more coming soon

• Advanced user interface & crystal clear

Unique design features:

color display

• User configurable digital mixer (cross-point

• Optional high-power Li-Ion battery

and summing)

• Built with ABS material and includes a

• Analog mic and line irputs

transparent protective cover

• Dynamically processed analog inputs ( DLPs)

L

• Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap

• Mic phantom power

or place on atable top
• Compatible with most manufacturer's

The Web Remote provides reliability
and asmall form factor thanks to adesign
that uses no moving parts. The Web
Remote comes in two versions: aslide-in
card designed for the Harris ZX line of
low-power FM and HD Radio transmitters,
and a 1RU rackmount system to support
universal connectivity. Equipment connected to Web Remote will interface with the
Internet or LAN to provide monitor and
control capabilities in any location via IP.
Connections to the system are made via
standard DB-25 connectors for monitoring
inputs and control outputs. The card version is powered from the ZX transmitter
and the rackmount version by an external
5VDC power supply. The system includes
standard connections to either a LAN or
the Internet via aRJ-45 connector.
For more information, contact Harris
(513)459-3400 or visit www.harris.com.

codecs both in IP ( N/ACIP [BU Tech3326)
and ISDN
Superior performance at avery
competitive price
AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment
• Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers
• VVirelezó Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts
• Appfications Include Talk Shows, Multiplexing And Multi-Conferencing

• Professional Pocket-Sized Audio Recorders
• Automation Software For ON-AIR, Production, And News
• Multiplecers, A/) Converters, Monitors And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:
Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536
Tel: 1-954-581-7999
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web: www.aeqbroadcastcom
email: sales@aeqbroadcastcom
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Neat Ideas.

Accessible from Anywhere

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES

Question0 Call u‘ toll free ( 888)472 2388

www.gracebroadcast.com

Busutesssm

"Just

want you to

know how

successful our " SHOP AT HOME"
Campaign is. So far, we have sold
29 packages at $ 500

- FL

r

YOUR
HOMETOWN MERCHANTS

'

keep Lioral DvAler,!,u5Ling at lime.'

riottnao ireaoureo

25 :30-second vignettes

commemorating the birth
of Jesus Christ.

Fully Produced • Market Exclusive
Ready to Sell & Air Right Now!

FREE DEMOS & INFO
www.gracebroadcast.com

Details & Free Demos at

www.GraceBroadcast.com

ON'T
RINK

E
E
E
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New Nautel Transmitters

...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please tak
amoment to visit GRACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our : 30and : 60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
Sound Ideas for Buddin

November 19, 2008
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-DRIVE
15 arresting :30s!
Fully- produced ready to air!

Just Tag. Sell & Run!'

Nautel FM and AM transmitters
introduced over the past year have
the ability to be controlled from anywhere thanks to the company's
Advanced User Interface.
The Nautel AUI, which is standard
in NV and NX series transmitters,
allows operators to control the system either locally or remotely. All
local display functionality can be
accessed remotely.
Nautel touts its approach to transmitter control as unique. Rather than
put all of the high-level control functionality into an exciter, Nautel treats
the exciter as a module and instead
uses its control interface to manage
the whole transmitter including its
exciters. This approach, Nautel says,
brings greater control and avoids burdening the user with the cost and confusion of
separate controls for the transmitter and each of its exciters.
Using a 17- inch touchscreen display and embedded instrumentation, along with
metering and status indication plus aTCP/IP interface, the AUI is adashboard to drive
new features in Nautel's transmitters. Screens are easy to set up and read.
The AUI makes use of information-gathering features built into the transmitters. It
is automated with atop-down interface; the user selects the desired mode to run and it
pops up. Metering can be configured down to the level of every amplifier, which aids
in troubleshooting. The AUI keeps ahistory of operating levels so that the user can
effectively go back in time to when afault occurred and determine the cause.
A key feature is the built-in spectrum analyzer. While other manufacturers have
added spectrum analyzer functionality to their exciters, Nautel says, it uses the spectrum analyzer to cover the entire transmitter. This is avaluable addition to the unit's
system monitoring and control. The AUI also offers aconstellation view of the HD
Radio signal, giving visual indication of any problems.
In addition to local access, the Nautel AUI can be controlled remotely via any
Internet-based device including smart phones. The user simply opens aWeb browser,
enters the transmitter's IP address and is connected. All of the AUI's display functionality is available on the browser.
For more information, contact Nautel at ( 902) 823-3900 or visit www.nautel.com.

wvra.GraceBroadcast.corn

Click or " Sales Boosters

NTI Extends Minirator

Why So Many ofArnerica's Top-Performing Radio I
to GBS!
Stations Continue to Say
1.

We're free to try —
downloadable demos
and sales materials
make pitching our
"Sales Boosters"
campaigns risk- free!

•
2.

3.

We guarantee market-exclusivity —
giving you avaluable competitive edge!
Our features are easy to sell — for rookies
and veterans alike, whether by telephone
or in-person, to one or two large sponsors
or many smaller ones.

4.

Our features are easy to
produce— generally you just
tag ' em and run ' ern!

5.

Our campaigns are modestly priced — most stations turn ahuge profit
every time (which is why they keep coming back for more!)

6.

Our series make great "signature campaigns" for NTR advertisers —
non-retail types love to have areason to be on the air...and we provide it!

7.

Beyond Customer Service — whenever a station has questions about
selling aseries, we're happy to visit with the sales staff to help ' ern out. No
extra charge. We want you to succeed with each campaign you use!

8.

Fully-produced by seasoned professionals — adding one or
more new voices to your station!

9. We make it easy for your customer to say "Yes!" — when you
play aproduced feature with the client's tag, he hears just how
good the finished product is going to sound on the air - and you make
another sale!
Neat Ideas.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas far Building Businc`"

Free Demos.
Questions? Call us toll- free ( 888) 472-2388

www.gracebroadcast.com
AI•11

For information on affordable advertising call David Carson
at 615-776-1359 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

MR-Pro Capabilities
The MR- Pro audio signal generator
from Neutrik Test Instruments (NTI) is
delivered with more storage capacity, now
512 MB. This allows storage of 16 times
more tests signals than the previous version. That should translate into up to 80
minutes of audio. Units already in the
field can be upgraded by the factory.
"u SINEUVE
Another upgrade is firmware revision
Liti 8.513 d8u
f 1.214kHz
2.10. Improvements include offering compatibility with the Apple MAC OS versions 10.4 onwards running on G4/G5 as
well as on the new X86 architectures.
Also, in response to customer feedback
the impedance measurement of the MRPro now handles power calculations for
35 V, 140 V and 200 V voltage distribution systems, in addition to previously
supported 70 V and 100 V systems. This
test of the calculated apparent power simplifies the load verification in distributed
loudspeaker systems.
Along with firmware V2.10, aWAV
file set with sinusoidal subsonic frequencies between 1Hz and 10 Hz is available
for download. Each file generates apure,
low distortion sinusoidal waveform at a
fixed frequency. With this set of WAV
files the MR-PRO serves as asignal stimulus for vibration sources.
The MR-Pro analog audio generator provides acomplete set of analog audio test
signals, in addition to measuring load impedance, phantom voltage, balance and testing cables, all in apalm-sized, battery powered instrument
For more information, contact NT! Americas at (503) 684-7050 or visit www.
minstruments.com.

Plug and play your next
installation with Radio Systems
Millenium Broadcast Consoles
now with StudioHub+ inside —
the Broadcast Wiring Standard!

ANALOG Two inputs per channel with fully agile - mic thru line
sensitivity on every input • Soft touch, LED lit ultra-wear rubber

ANALOG is good.

At Radio Systems, our

There are over 44300

NETWORK is IP Audio by

analog Millenium

Livewire! We've adopted this

consoles in service

proven multi- channel standard

today and we continue

from Axia® and installed it in our

to manufacture and ship analog consoles

digital consoles. But we left local inputs

every day. That's because these boards are

as well to create the perfect hybrid of

and monitor section • Up/clown clock/timer with master sync

inexpensive, sound great (with specifica-

stand-alone and network capabilities.

capability • Complete GPI channel remote control provided for all

tions that rival and exceed many digital

This way Millenium Network consoles

designs) and have enough features for

easily mix local studio sources and

keypads • Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus bus output •
Up to four additional mix- minus outputs available • Full metering

A & B inputs • Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24 channel frame sizes

many small and medium market applica-

connect to all Livewire enabled devices

tions. For more demanding applications,

using standard Ethernet switches.

our analog consoles optionally can be
equipped with additional mix- minus
outputs, distributed output busses and
redundant supplies making them even
DI GI 1AL AES/EBU or analog on any input channel • Mic thru line

more capable and still agreat value.

StudioHub+°' is the glue of our entire

sensitivity on every analog input • Soft touch, LED lit ultra-wear rubber

console line. Use our award- winning

keypads • Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus bus output •

CAT- 5wiring system to simply and quickly

Ten fully programmable mix- minus outputs — standard • All outputs

plug any source into any console channel.

provided in analog and digital simultaneously • LED VU or PPM

Or, easily configure custom talent panels

metering and full monitor section • Up/down clock/timer with master sync
capability • Complete GPI channel remote control provided for all A & B
inputs • Available in 6/

12 / 18 /

24 channel frame sizes

NETWORK Six IP audio Livewire channels with LCD selectors • Local
input channels with two inputs per channel / analog or digital / mic thru
line • Soft touch, LED lit ultra- wear rubber keypads • Two stereo program buses with TE- mix minus bus output • Ten fully programmable

Going DIGITAL is aprocess. Radio

and even interstudio tie line connections.

Systems eliminates some of the stress with

And its value doesn't end after the instal-

our NO CHARGE Digital upgrade program.

lation is over. RJ-45

For the life of your console we will swap

connectors allow new

any analog plug-in card for adigital one

sources to be added at

(or vice-versa) allowing you to gradually

any time and makes

transition your studio to digital. You can

trouble shooting easy.

even start out all analog and convert one
channel at atime as digital arrives in your
facility. But from day one your Millenium

mix- minus outputs — standard • All outputs provided in analog and

Digital console will out- put pristine digital

digital simultaneously • Full metering and monitoring • Up/clown clock/

audio to feed your air- chain processor and

timer with master sync capability • Complete GPI channel remote control provided for all A & B inputs • Available in 6/ 12 / 18 / 24 channel

produce up to ten fully configurable mix-

frame sizes

minus feeds.

r«

J
im e

Livewire is aregistered trademark of TLS Corp.
StudioHub+ is aregistered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.

6oi Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 • Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com
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Davicom MicroMAC Is a

Prism dScope Upgrades Software

Low-Cost Control Option

Prism Sound has introduced new software for its
dScope Series III audio analyzer. Registered dScope users
can download the software
free of charge.
Version 1.2 represents an
upgrade in functionality and
incorporates new features
including additional tools for
acoustic measurements, PC
audio and 192kHz sampling on
digital audio interfaces.
Prism dScope Series III is
suited to testing signal paths in
the broadcast and production
environment; it includes
AES17 scripts for implementing the AES recommended
practice for characterizing digital audio equipment. It can also perform arapid
multitone-based "quick check" giving frequency response, distortion, noise
and crosstalk analysis in as little as two seconds. In addition, the company
says, dScope is suitable for situations where testing for proving reliability or
finding intermittent faults is required.
Using dScope, measurements such as THD+N can be monitored with precision in real time for evidence of any glitches and the results logged to file. A similar approach can also be taken with the dScope's "confidence test," where a
known bit-sequence is transmitted and then checked by the analyzer for errors.
This is so accurate that asingle bit error in a24-hour test period will be detected.
Other version 1.2 features include 192kHz sample rate support on AES3 and
S/PDIF digital audio interfaces; analog I/O can now sample at 48 kHz as well as
96 kHz and 192 kHz to increase LF resolution of the FFT analysis; very fast
measurements ( including frequency response) using swept-sine (Farina) method
or bin-centred noise with impulse response and FFT; time domain averaging to
reduce the effects of random noise on measurements; script debugger allows
breakpoints, single stepping, examination/setting of variables; support for measurement microphone sensitivity and frequency response calibration; support for
acoustic measurements of transducers and rooms and quasi-anechoic measurement using an adjustable time-window to eliminate acoustic reflections
Prism Sound has also incorporated smaller enhancements and improvements. Among these are the ability to import and export sample buffers and
WAV files; enhancements to the user interface; the ability to run ascript on
every sweep step; new Trace Transformations; clipping warning indicators on
monitor outputs; anew dBSPL unit; the ability to run multiple scripts simultaneously and a new non-intrusive warning system to give users warning of
potential set-up problems.
For more information, contact Prism Sound at ( 973) 983-9577 or visit
www.prismsound.com.

,••••
Sit•A•nue*

The new Davicom MicroMAC is designed to handle the remote-control and monitoring
needs of users needing full capability but having only asmall budget.
The MicroMAC's I/O set includes eight metering inputs, eight status inputs and eight
built-in 60 W
relays. Communications with
the low-cost unit
is achieved over
dial- up or with
the included (secure) IP network interface.
The MicroMAC operates with the same graphical user interface as other Davicom MAC
products. The MicroMAC is as intelligent, with condition-driven and event-driven programming capabilities. It boasts a choice of communication means, including
voice/DTMF, PC, FAX, e-mail, pager, text messaging and Web browser. It also allows
access via aBlackBerry or smart phone through the wireless Web interface.
Local connection is achieved through the front-panel USB device port while the backpanel USB host port is used to connect external modems and memory devices and can be
used for EAS logging record-keeping
Like other Davicom MAC products, the MicroMACs are designed not to "alarm users
to death." Their deglitching delays and hysteresis ensure that only real alarms are sent to
on-call personnel, the company says. The units are also designed to be robust to ESD and
EMI, they are EMC tested at voltages up to 12 kV and fields up to 10 Vim.
For more information, contact Davicom at (877)282-3380 or visit www.davicom.com.

Fanfare TRO Replaces
Demod, Remod at Translator
According to Fanfare its
FP-TRO receiver/translator
FA1720
for HD Radio and analog
eliminates the necessity for
demodulation and remodulation at atranslator.
1R0
Instead, the "TRO" converts the modulated carrier
internally from one frequency
in the FM broadcast band to any other frequency within the band.
TRO is capable of translating cleanly, to the next adjacent, without any visible (scope)
or aural interference, according to the company. To complete the installation, alinearized
PA system is required.
As such, aTRO-equipped translator does not demodulate the signal and therefore does not
impinge on any intellectual property for which licensing may be required, the company says.
Fanfare also offers high-gain directional FM antennas for concentration on stations in a
specific direction, and minimizing reception from stations in other directions; vertical
omnidirectional antennas for reception
of FM stations in all directions; amobile
version of the FM-2G-type antenna; and
antenna accessories to optimize installation such as lead-in cable, connectors,
rotators and switches.
For more information, contact
er
Fanfare at (866) 26- TUNER (268-8637)
:
L'.,
or visit www.fanfarefm.com.
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CircuitWerkes Sicon-8:

ATI Now Shipping

Expandable Control

DM500

The CircuitWerkes Sicon-8 is an eightnial
channel, dialup- and Internet- capable
in Bib 915 I
remote control that can be expanded up to
I
32 channels.
Voice responses are user-recordable and
can be uploaded digitally or as WAV/MP3
files or recorded in analog mode. The internal Web server's two-second update time
means that you see responses in near- real
time, even when using 32 channels. The
server has been designed to perform on
major browsers including JE, Firefox, Opra,
Safari and Chrome. It works on platforms
including Windows, MAC OSX and Linux.
The Sicon-8 uses an internal voltage reference to maintain calibration over broad temperature ranges and with widely varying input samples. A battery-backed real-time clock and 128-event
scheduler handle multi-step timed events such as power and pattern changes.
The Sicon-8 includes the Sicontroller software that gives the user enhanced control and program• -

e

,

4

111..CeldlIme 0•4031.7

ming capabilities. Multisite capability lets users control several sites from one computer.
The free software includes a firmware updater, allowing users to add features to their Sicon - 8
hardware in the field. Advanced logging, e-mailing alarms and virtual metering are included in the
software. A scripting tool automates complex tasks from within the software and can be used for
managing items like power changes or backup transmitter operations where status and meter values
must be read and used as part of adecision process.
By adding an accessory, the Sicontroller software can be used to access and program the Sicon-8 over
the Internet. This provides asecond method of Internet control in addition to the internal Web server.
The system's ¡JO, including eight channels of relays, are featured on the main chassis. Circuits that
interface with the outside world are built on replaceable daughter boards, including the telephone
interface, relays and Web server. Metering, status and control connections are on de-pluggable screw
terminals. The hardware is expandable to 32 channels by adding up to three additional SX - 8
expander chassis.
For more information, contact CircuitWerkes at ( 352) 335-6555 or visit wwvv.
broadcastboxes.com.

ATI is shipping its new, " Cool Stuff Award- winning Portable
Digital Audio Monitor.
The DM500 is both a digital audio monitor and digital-to-analog
converter in a portable carry case. It accepts AES/EBU and S/PDIF
digital audio formats from 27 through 96 kHz sample rate via XLR,
BNC and RCA connectors. A 24-bit DIA converter feeds a stereo
headphone monitor amplifier, balanced analog line outputs and a
stereo LED meter.

The DM500's display tells the user about a digital audio signal
including input level, sample rate, validity and errors. The stereo VU
meter can be switched to indicate headroom below 0 dBFS (the digital maximum output of the DIA) or the analog output level with 0 dB
midscale equal to +4 dBm output. Analog display ballistics are PPM
for optimum indication of audio peaks.
The DM500 is suitable for digital signal troubleshooting on the go,
but is also at home on the bench or in arack. Audio loop-through connectors let you insert the DM500 into adigital signal path, with input
termination also provided. A battery clip for field work is included, or
use an available external 24 VDC power supply.
Info: www.atiaudio.com or call the company in New Jersey at
(856) 719-9900.

Like the Phi/lies
the best

:),11.11a

monitor comes from Philadelphia

BELAR

FMHD-1

With our new software update release now does even more including:
• ANALOG READINGS of Total, Pilot, Left, Right. L+R and L-R Modulation.
• VARIABLE ANALOG COMPOSITE FILTER BW for improved Analog readings in the presence of H
• ANALOG/DIGITAL A LDIO POLARITY CHECKING with real-time on screen indicator
• REMOTE ACCESS with integrated LAN/WAN Ethernet connection and Wizard for Windows software
• EASY POWER MEASURMENTS with Drop Down Windows on the Spectrum Analyzer Screen.

‘nalou IZeadinus Scren

EIELAR

'When accuracy amen, cart on Belot •

Time Alignment Screen ‘‘ ith Polarit

Indicator

Belar Electronics Laboratory ,Inc.
P.O. Box 76 Devon, Pa 19333 U.S.A.
(610) 687-5550 - E-mail: saies@belar.com - Website: webmaster@belar.com
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RFC- 1/B: 8 Channels of Telemetry,

Relio From Audemat Delivers

Raise/Lower Control

With ScriptEasy V2

Sine Systems' model RFC1/B remote facilities controller
is atransmitter remote control
system that can be accessed
through a standard telephone
or wireless/cellular phone.
Telemetry readings are reported with amale human voice.
The basic system consists
of an RFC- 1/B and an RP-8 relay panel that provides eight channels of
telemetry and raise/lower control. Eight relay panels can be connected for a
maximum of 64 channels. The RFC- 1/B can be programmed to perform
automatic power/pattern changes and log readings. It also can be programmed to alert station personnel during an alarm condition. For telephone line and telemetry signal surge protection, the company suggests the
SP-8surge protector.
For more information, contact Sine Systems in Nashville at (615) 2283500 or visit www.sinesystems.com.

The Audemat Relio is a 1U enclosure facility
management unit that provides 64 digital inputs, 64
digital outputs and 24 analog inputs, four serial ports
(RS-232, RS-422 and RS-485), two Ethernet ports,
four USB ports and one phone-line connector.
It is now delivered with new ScriptEasy V2
graphical software that includes the new MasterView
viewer. MasterView is agraphic user interface that
allows fast and flexible creation of multiple "views"
where users can see information from and control
remote equipment over a network connection.
Simply drag and drop I/O data and logic functions to generate monitoring and control scripts.
Also part of the package is avoice DTMF interface with an included library of some 700
words and the capability to upload user created voice files.
The Relio is "IP-based." It supports MI?, SNMP, FTP protocols. It includes aSMTP server
for alarm sending via e-mails. Also new is the capability of monitoring and controlling equipment using SNMP GET/SET commands as well as PING commands.
For more information visit www.relio.us.
-• ..... ••

GORMAN REDLICH Wir
DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR

Your Next Installation
can be this...

•,
40DEL CMR

1
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Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower

$3200

additcnal towers $ 200

The Model CMR is a state of the art Instrument of unequalled
accuracy and stability. With typical modulation, the CMR's true
ratio readout is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude.
•True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference amplitudes are separately measured and divided electronically
to give an accurate digital reading.

How do you make your installation
projects run smoothly?
Use Digital Radio Engineering for the job!

or this...

We have the engineering, project management, order administration, purchasing, and
installation talent all in one place, and over 150 years combined experi ence in Radio. We can
help you with researching new products and ideas, ordering new equipm ent, tracking deliveries,

•Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign.

designing and engineering the new facility, manufacturing the new wir ing, providing atop-of-

•Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement

or the entire project as
the- line install team, and providing thorough and usable documentation f

with a front panel switch.

well. You make sure your operation continues to run smoothly, and we help

•Dual Surge Protection.

you make sure the new facility is agreat addition to that operation.

Gorman Redlich
257 W.

Union Street

Phone: 740-593-3150

,

Athens, Oh

45701

Fax: 740-592-3898

Call us before you start your next installation project.
You'll be glad you did.

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

digitalradiCLg ineering

www.digitalradioengineering.com

I OW
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•••

Ow. Reed 1••

solutions@digitalradioengineering.com
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TLM-1 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR
The TLM-1 Tower Light Monitor is a microprocessor
based system designed to monitor the status
of FAA type A incandescent tower lights.
TLM-1 features include:
•Easy setup —

•Total monitoring of incandescent- type
tower lighting systems

one button cali-

AVOID
COSTLY FCC
FINES FOR
LIGHTING
VIOLATIONS!

bration
•Individual alarm outputs for photocell

Still the Most Inn

•Easy to install — installs inside the

flasher, beacon and marker failures

transmitter building, even if the lighting
control equipment is located at the
tower
•Insures total lighting compliance —
alarms for single bulb failure ( marker
and beacon), beacon flash rate or
on/off rate outside of FAA specifications and photocell failure
•Failsafe alarms — alarm outputs are
•General alarm output for any failure type

normally closed with no alarm con-

•Status outputs for lights on/off and

dition Power failure causes alarm
open- circuit condition

beacon on/off
•LED indicators for each alarm and

•Compensates for antenna tuning unit
bulb on the same circuit

status output
•Opto-tsolated outputs to protect external

•Simple design using off- the- shell components, all ICs are socketed

site monitoring equipment

For more information

wvi4.bext.com

bext@bext.com

619 239 8462

FM SERVICES

go to

towermonitorcom.

WILKESBORO, NC

(
336) 667-7091

'Broadcast Equipmerit Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

COMPLETE

AtousticsFirst"

FACILITIES

L'e,r, 888-765-2900

WANT TO SELL

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination

S

NEW OR USED

1101110•41110AMISMORAIIIMICIOCIN,
new 8 rebuilt for Elcorn, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin, Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
S

COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER

www.acousticsfirst.DOM

/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-

ANTENNAS/

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

TOWERS

-REMOTE BROADCAST

AM Ground Systems Co.

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

RENTALS-

You Know We Know Radio"

Ground System
Construction, Evaluation & Repair

1-877-766-2999
Complete AM Radio Ground System Services
vvy‘nv amgroundsystems com

AUDIC. PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO BUY

MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh, Marantz, Electro
Voice, Jer sen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Driaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, an Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST - 214
738-7873
or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 7387873 or sixiesradio@yahoo.com.

AUTOMATION

MISCELLANEOUS

EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice
track, create shells, auto or
announce assist mode, set intro
and ending cues, hit the vocal
every time with your voice tracks,
execute exact time even:s, join
networKs, and more. The software is free, there is a small
duplication fee. For more oto call
406.665.1332.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old vintage pro gears, compressor/
limiter, microphone, mixing
consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables,
EQ working or not, working
transformers ( UTC Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins. Cash - pick up 773339-9035

Equipment Wanted: obsolete,
or out of service broadcast
recording gear, amplifiers, preamps, outboard, radio or mixing
consoles, microphones, 3tc.
Large lots acceptable. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

oft

COI•OIL NW,. ila..k

V

WANT TO SELL

............

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software
..7"%111r
'
- 7.;

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes

•

7'

LoneycoveraRgeice

•

-

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear

Test Equipment

•

tj,l;11.1
.7

It we don't have it, we will get it!

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's. For
example newscast, talk shcws,
music shows, live band remotes,
etc. Stations like KGO, KFFiC,
KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KW3R,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc... Feel free to call
me at 415-383-6216 or you can
email
me
at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
RECORDING MEDIA
WANT TO SELL
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial _ Ps.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

adcasei
ea
GQUIP 111
baEl
For moru
information, ask
David at 615-776-1359
dcarson @ nbmedia.com

SCMS, INC. (8001438-6040
-You

Know We Know Radio"

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
RadioStationsForSale.net
FMs, AMs,'Franslators,

FM CPs

(construction permits), AM CPs,

AM/FM combo,
sticks and cashflowing.

FM Cluster,

Voit website RadioStationsForSale.net
E-mail: forsaleebeld.net or 781-848-4201

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
• Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3TM
e Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommandern"
ty Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro 2TM
• Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D

AM in Rome, NY, translators in
Temple, TX; Jacksonville, NC;
Ocala, FL mraley@bbnradio.org.
FM's
in
NY,
WA,
CPRradio@bellsouthmet

TM

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available

GA.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIP
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer,
Non-profit
Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will offer
tax deduction letter, You determine donation value, We will pay
shipping. Equipment shared
between three Wisconsin stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers,
field equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan @ WIECradio.org.
STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Low Cod Solludons for
St& Coed

1- The Studio 'Slave' Auxiliary Relay Pack

8form Ccontacts for switching functions ranging from low level
p audio up to 2amps of AC or DC. Momentary, continuous
and DC input control. Steady state and flashing Solid
State Relay driver voltages and much more.
Only $ 189.00 + shipping

P

2- The Studio Solid State Relay Pack
...and so are the potential
bLyers for your products
and services.

Aswitching interface that can switch up to 5amps
of 120 VAC for powering *ON AIR" or "RECORDING"
signs, or other alerting indicators. The Solid State
Relay Pack May be driven directly from the DME Studio
SLAVE, HIC PRO 2, or the users 5-15VDC source,
Only $85.00 + shipping

.
W

3- The Mic Pro & Mic Pro 2Microphone On-Off Controller
•

Raciio World's Classifieds section is agreat place to find things
for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!
Contact David Carson at 615-776-1359
or e-mail dcarson@nbmedia.com

The Mic Pro is alighted switching interface for the Studio SLAVE,
and similar competitive products, while the Mic Pro 2is astand
alone microphone ON-OFF controller and will directly drive the
Solid State Relay Pack. Both Mic Pro's are also designed for mic
control of low cost mixing boards with 'Insert' jacks.
Only $75.00 for the original Hic Pro and $95.00 for the Hic Pro 2
For details on these and other innovative products for the broadcaster
please visit us on the web at:

EE"
ehabit
fselling
our used
quipment

www.dmengineenng.com
DM 2174
Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010
Eng ineering

805-987-7881 800-249-0487

Call David for
details at

or e-enall
dcarsonOribmediazom
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DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Consultants
)' M !ENGINEERING. INC.

•

ft 1

Consulting Communications Engineers

redioteehniaues.com

111111

856-546-8008

11QL-J

UllOICOM

sees.

Rep..

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

Radi

•AM Detuning

•Field Engineering

•Intermodulation Studies
•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•AM Directional Array Design, Tuning and Proof

•Pre-Purchase Inspections
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements
Fax ( 651)784-7541

Pollock
cySearches
.
Method of Moments Analysis
lori

E-mail: inteuwlene,com

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

w

Ted
Schober, PE.
s
•r

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

-

Coverage
Field Engin

Components . Diplexers

Phasor

combining

Antenna Couplers
tattoo Studies

"The Best in Broadcast Electronics Since 1990"

Excellence n Radio Broadcast Engineering since 1979

' Member AFCCE'

402 Tenth Ave PO Box 367 Haddon Heights NJ 08035

High Quality Broadcast

s.à AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation consaucbon permit and license
entyreeenrg
Clarunc• M. Baying*. Lauri N. narni

R EALcoverage.com
High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: ( 856)985-W77
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: ( 856)985-8124
WWW.commtechrf.corn

Reasonable Rates

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FNVTV/LPTVIDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

c,ft

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

RAHAMSROCK,INO4
BnOADCAST TECHNICAL

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

9049 Shady Grow Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting experience

mullaneytomullengr.com

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

Mullaney (301)521-0115
Engineering, Inc.
Fax ( 301)5919757
Winner AK°

Cor-.ss ir &hers

hill SerViCr WOO AM01,11.1 so
Operation Alt/174/1-V/AI'x Nc-rysx-s:
Held "'Mk AIlirrIfta and
Fainiiiirs Design

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by th• FCC
•Latest standards built-in

vw

Equipment at Extremely

Doug Vernier

TelecammunleatIon Consultants

The Coverage Map Store

www.grahambrock.com

Buying Or Selling

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Used Equipment?

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

ROCL1

Wdorld

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcom.com I

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

MORRIS

POSITIONS WANTED

Morris Communications Company,
owner of Salina Media Group in Salina,
KS has an opening for aChief Engineer
for its 6station cluster.

You'll be in charge of the technical operations for 4FM and 2AM
stations in Salina and Abilene, KS. This is ahands-on position and we
require agreat deal of experience with AM directional, AM and FM
transmitters, compliance, maintenance, projects, and hard disk
automation. We have high standards for our products and we don't cut
corners. We need you to be able to fix something permanently, quickly and economically. We run the best stations in the region and we'll
give you all the resources you need to get the job done.
We're looking for apro with at least 5years of experience as a
Chief Engineer who has an extensive background in AM and FM
transmitter facilities maintenance. SBE certification is preferred, but
not required. We offer acompetitive salary, great benefits and 401(k).
E-mail your resume to jay.white@morris.com. Morris Communications Company, LLC is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

7) ..LU

Notable digital, and editing
skills. Creative copy and voicing ability. Industrious, and tenacious worker. Driven to succeed
and catches on quickly. Roderick,
214-991-9353 or rodsmith843@
yahoo.com.

Creativo, dinamico, espontaneo en busca de una opportunidad como locator oen el medio
de comunicacion. Experiencia en
voiceovers,/al aire/produciones, y
copy.
Javier,
210-857-2532.
javiboy4676@yahoo.com.

Relational, respectful, self-motivated and detail oriented.
Flexible, able to handle changing
priorities/deadlines. Good voice,
creative copywriting/show prep
skills. Extremely dependable and
Shawanda, 972-291-0047
or ivoryshawanda@yahoo.com.

Are you asmall market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the LA area?
Iwill
make your station shine! CET,
fully FCC Licensed. Available for
Full/Part-time/Contract
work.
Available immediately. Mitchell
Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchel
rakoff@yahoo.com.

Very dedicated, great sports
expertise, with on- air, play-byplay, and PA skills. Knowledgeable in color commentary, and
strong stats man. Versatile utility
player. James, 817-690-5531 or
probowlerjg @ yahoo.com.
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ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER

Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.
corn.

PROMOTE
YOUR

EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

BUSINESS!

www.radiowlerddoni

ADVERTISE!

Call David Carson for all the details at

Call David:
615-776-1359

dearsonenbmedia.com

TRC Series Controllers

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND

330.995.9642

CUSTOM DESIGNS

www.tunwallradio.com

BEE

Movember 19, 2008

radioworid.com

ECONCO NEW TUBES

INTI: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

WWW.CC011CO.COM

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE RABIA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL

FM Exciters - STLS FM Pwr Amos - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

s "You

Knew We Know Radin" S

2§02 Ornaitronix 10kW AM
solid state xmtr, taken eut of
service due to apower increase,
freq 1090 kHz, xlnt cond, pictures
avail upon request, xmtr is in
Pensacola, FL, $9900 + shpg or
BO. Art White, 770-632-1295 or
whitearthur@bellsouth.net.
4000 W FM xmtr, 1988 Harris
FM 3.5K, gd working ccnd at
WLMI-FM, currently tuned to
103.9FM, aiso will throw in spare
tubes, $ 10000/60.
Jeff
Andrulonis, 570-447-2228.

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
KW
2007
KW
2007
KW
2007
KW
1984
KW
1996
KW
1984
KW
1986
KW
2005
KW
2005
KW
1995
KW
1985
KW HD 2005
KW
1989
KW
1986
KW
1982

Crown FM1000A ( new), solid state
Crown FM1000E ( demo), solid state
Crown FM1000E ( new), solid state
Continental 814R-1
Henry 30000-95, single phase
Harris HT3.5
Continental 816R- 1A
Harris Z16 HD, solid state
Harris Z16 HD, solid state
Nautel FM10, solid state
Harris FM2OK
BE Fmi1405 ( 1130C), solid-state
Continental 816R-38
BE FM35A
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Tubes

Exciters
Used Harris Digit Exciter
'New' 30W Synthesized exciters

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

1996
1982
1987
1988
1985
1985
2000

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS. MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU. MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital

To Order:

Bel PeCeS

Pri.04

ou_

1-800-881-2374

Sro ck

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800
Se Habla Español

Please visit our website. Imamlv.com,
,or the most current listings

=

P.O. Box 6409
Spring Hill, FL 34611

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

1\1

G

FI A

352-592-780i

BEST SERVICE

Fax 352-5%488.4

Wernite » ve..dandreleartmint.com

SPACE AVAILABLE - CALL DAVID!

RF PARTS mCO.
Habla Fspañol

Ni

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for racio stations only. All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.

We Export

.EIMAC • TAYLOR SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
otorola • Toshiba •SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors
• .

37-2787

rfpgrfparts.com

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

Send your listings to us by tilling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are you

currently a .41bscriber to Radio World?

Yes

Please print and include
ail information:

e ,_.

EEV
AUCAbilHO

USA DISTRIBUTOR
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(By the Way,
Don't Do This)
Just picked myself up off the floor
after reading Steve Lampen's article
("Caveat Emptor Is Always Good
Advice," Sept. 24).
It reminds me of a service manual
for the Sony BTU-200A Umatic video
recorder. The manual gave at least apage
and ahalf of instructions about how to
connect the 'scope and the digital volt
meter, and which direction to approach
the adjustment from (CCW vs. CW) —
then, as the last item, at the bottom of the
page, it tells us: " Do NOT make this
adjustment as much as possible."
Not near as funny, but further proof
that "six weeks of English might not be
enough."
Randal W. Howard
Chief Engineer
KJLL(AM)
Tucson, Ariz.
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
I
enjoy reading Radio World
for the new product information
and find the tips from other
engineers helpful. Either in the
office or in my car, I
always
have aRadio World close by."
Michele Grove

Engineer
Lincoln Financial Media
KYGO, KOKS, KKFN, KEPN, KRWZ
Denver
Shown: Hell Handi Mk Pro Plus

Tech Support's
Vicious Cycle
Itend to agree with the engineer Paul
McLane mentions in " Products That
Work, Out of the Box" (Sept. 24).
The trend of inadequate support and
documentation has been surfacing for
several years and has been most notable
in automation systems. In my opinion, as
PCs continue to be used in or as the platform for equipment we use, the trend
will continue.
Ithink this mimics the model established by Microsoft, which rarely documents adequately; Ibelieve MS along
with the entire IT industry is likely
responsible.
The push to get large volumes of inexpensive product to market — product
often not really ready for the real world
— as well as the attitude that "documentation is available online" are keys to the
lack of adequate documentation and support. In addition, " support fees" and
"extended warranties" are big revenue
generators.
Unfortunately, the average first- line
support technician knows little about the
product, often frustrating the average
engineer, who actually knows more. The
engineer is further frustrated by time
wasted "going through channels" trying
to reach someone who can really help.
Compounding the issue is what Iwill
refer to as a "throw it away" mentality.
Irecently purchased a headphone
amplifier. The cost was $25. Frankly, if it
doesn't work out of the box, it really
isn't worth my time to do anything but
order another. Regardless of when it
fails, Iwill simply throw it away and
purchase anew one.
Ifind it ironic that PCs — which are
generally assigned ausable life of three to
five years — are being used in transmitters
that typically boast a15-year usable life.
Further, in times past we would purchase audio delivery systems ( cart
machines, etc.) and expect them to serve 7
to 10 years, longer in some cases; but
again we are now relying on PCs with
half the life expectancy for audio delivery.

FORUM.

The short life span of software means
that anew "better" product is expected in
the very short term, which leads to the
need for improved hardware, which leads
to rapid obsolescence of hardware.
Therefore it is necessary that hardware
be inexpensive, which means it is generally manufactured in the most inexpensive way possible with a short life
expectancy.
The short life expectancy of software
and equipment leads to inadequate training for support techs because they must
learn the new product and have little

Ifind it ironic that
PCs — which are
generally assigned a
usable life of three to
five years — are
being used in
transmitters that
typically boast a
15-year usable life.
— Roger Taylor

experience with the old, while the "new"
product will be the "old" in a matter of
months, again leaving the tech with little
experience with any product they are
expected to support.
Further, documentation takes time,
which is generally unavailable because a
new product is out before adequate documentation can be completed for the old.
The push to get volumes of product "out
the door" to make way for the latest product generally means the product is rarely
set up and tested adequately.
There are manufacturers that are still
"old school" and provide outstanding
support and excellent product, but they
seem to be arare breed these days.
Roger Taylor
Director of Engineering/IT
GAP Broadcasting
Lubbock, Texas

Cessna Won't
Teach You to Fly
I'd like to comment on the issues
raised by the user who found lacking
documentation on his exciter and transmitter purchases (" Products That Work,
Out of the Box").
Ican think of several reasons for this.
First, some designers excel at their
craft but are not good writers or have the
ability to relate their thoughts to others on
paper. Ionce had aflight instructor who
was agood pilot but not agood instructor.
His inability to relate techniques and issue
constructive criticism caused me to no
longer engage his services.
See DESIGNERS, page 45
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Radio Thrives in Digital Age
Both Legacy FM Radio and Emerging Services
Demand an Increasingly Broad Palette of RF Solutions
by Mick Bennett

resultant receiver interference
risks with sharper filtering
options.
Where two-pole filters may
have once sufficed, more
sophisticated three- and fourpole filters are fast becoming
the FM norm.

Three key factors underpin the long
history and bright future of radio
broadcasting: arobust business model,
relatively simple technology and overall cost-effectiveness.
Over the past century, broadcast
radio has evolved into the most ubiquitous medium of the broadcast world.
Heard in almost every household,
street corner and village around the
world, broadcast radio continues to be
avital and fast-growing sector.

Continued from page 44

Manufacturers prefer not to hire tech
writers as it adds cost to the products.
Second, designers are under pressure
to get out the next product.
With the pace of evolving technology
there is fierce competition in the marketplace. It takes longer to construct and test
a prototype, then mass manufacture it,
than it does to design it. Designers are
not afforded the opportunity to prepare
detailed documentation. That was yesterday's product, let's work on the future,
not the past mentality.
Third, consider the audience. What is
the experience, competence and ability to
the end user? Experienced engineers are
becoming scarce. It is cheaper to have
users call tech support than it is to use up
the more valuable time of designers to
write a manual that few will understand
anyway mentality.
To the last point: Some years ago I
was contacted by an engineer who

Filter response
To meet these challenges, companies such as Radio
Frequency Systems (RFS) are exploring solutions such
as double cross-coupled filters, filters with not one but
two cross-couplings. These achieve much sharper filter

Heard in almost every household, street corner
and village around the world, broadcast radio

continues to be
Core objective
Even pitted against agrowing field
of highly competitive alternative
media, the "bullet-proof" broadcast
Similarly, the rollout of new
radio business model has analysts preFM services demands more
dicting that legacy analog radio has a
space on increasingly congestlong future.
ed broadcast towers. This
Nevertheless, it is widely underdemands a broader range of
Mick Bennett
stood that emerging digital radio vanFM broadcast antennas, feaants will sustain and shape the future of radio over the
turing innovative radiation patterns, bandwidths, mountnext decade.
ing options and physical compactness.
Around the world, the commercial radio broadcasting
This diversity of need is the defining aspect of 21st
market is renowned for its fiercely competitive nature
century FM radio broadcast systems, which vary widely
and the core objective of broadcasters to establish and
from site to site and from broadcaster to broadcaster.
retain market share.
FM radio — the most refined analog offering —
Technical challenges
tends to be regionally localized, leaving openings for
The transition to digital radio is now well established
more radio broadcasters to join the market.
in many parts of the world, most notably in the United
As aresult, the industry is experiencing dual pressures
Kingdom, the United States, Denmark, Norway and
— one from new broadcasters wanting to join the marSwitzerland.
ket, the other from incumbent broadcasters looking to
The reasons for the push to digital radio are similar to
expand their services and thus hold on to market share.
those behind the digital television transition — spectral
Both require spectrum and broadcast infrastructure in
and commercial efficiency; enhanced services to coman increasingly congested climate.
plement traditional audio, such as text, images and listener interactivity; and improved quality.
Spectral squeeze
In many respects, the choice of digital radio platforms
This "spectrum squeeze" in the FM radio world has
comes down to national and regional availability of
inspired awide range of innovative RF broadcast soluspectrum, specifically that in the VHF band III, L or S
tions.
bands.
Traditionally, FM is broadcast in part of the VHF
In the case of the more popular DAB/DAB+ platband II as 200 kHz channels with 800 kHz spacing.
form, the major challenges include spectrum availabiliSpectral squeeze is now behind a rising trend to
ty; addressing deployment models — conventional
shrink this channel spacing to 600 kHz and address any
"broadcast" models vs. the "cell-style" topologies typi-

Designers

cally required in L band deployments — and the availability of receivers.
Arguably one of the most pressing technical challenges with DAB/DAB+ is addressing issues of RF filtering, power handling and voltage peaks.
The power of aDAB/DAB+ service can be as high as
10 kW — of the same scale as aDTV service — yet it is
squeezed into a narrow 1.5 MHz channel. This exacerbates the digital service peak-voltage challenge, and also
presents filtering and power-handling challenges.

wished to purchase one of my software
programs, one that designs antenna
matching networks. Iasked him some
questions which anyone experienced in
the design and adjustments of Tee networks would answer in a second. He
could not.

a vital and fast-growing sector.

response in afraction of the footprint of aconventional
filter, along with areduction in in-band insertion loss.
Also promising are technologies such as advanced
water-cooled filters, in development at RFS. The first of
their kind in the world, these filters specifically address
the uniquely high power-to-channel bandwidth ratio of
digital radio.
Digital radio antenna systems are also evolving and
include a range of L band panels and VHF band III
antenna solutions that help legacy FM and emerging
digital services coexist on asingle broadcast system.
In the future, challenges will stem from the evolving
global " transmission mask" specifications for digital
radio, most specifically, their interpretation and translation into practical network effective radiated power
(ERP) levels and filtering solutions.
Though different generations, legacy FM radio and
emerging digital radio services have much in common.
Both will support the powerful and growing radio business model for some time to come.
For their survival and growth, both demand an
increasingly broad palette of RF solutions, arich mix of
antennas, filters, combiners, feeders, patch panels and
so on.
Flexibility and scalability, along with acomplete endto-end understanding of the radio broadcast system as a
whole, are and will continue to be essential.
Mick Bennett is global product manager, Broadcast
and Defense Systems for Radio Frequency Systems
(RFS).•

fled to use the tool (software).
One of the key elements in all my programs is user-friendly. A well designed
product should be intuitive to the qualified end user.
Let's look at some consumer devices.
Some VCRs are nearly impossible to pro-

Designers are not afforded the opportunity
to prepare detailed documentation.
That was yesterday's product.
— Tom Osenkowsky

Ielected not to sell him the program
because Iforesaw myself with endless
"support" calls and having to do the
design myself. He refused my offer to
design the network if he provided me
measured data. He was basically unquali-

gram without having to read manuals and
decipher what was going on inside the
designer's head.
Many designers are not users. Therein
is a major problem. They design but do
not have to maintain their creations.

Isaw a documentary on the design
process for the Boeing 777 jetliner.
Boeing asked crewmembers for input.
One captain was astonished at this. "You
are asking me?" was his response.
Irecall Harris saying that field service
had alot of input on the design of anew
series of FM transmitters because engineering was tired of hearing their complaints of inaccessible components,
adjustments, etc. A wise move.
Back in my younger days when I
thought life was all about cold beer and
crazy women, Iworked in manufacturing.
It was an excellent education in the
process of design, prototyping, testing and
manufacturing aproduct. Ibelieve Ispeak
with some expertise on this subject.
Cessna will sell you an airplane and
ensure it operates within specifications.
They will not, however, give you flying
lessons.
Tom Osenkowsky
Brookfield, Ci.
The author is aradio engineering consultant and contributor to RW. Opinions
are his own.
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Nov. 4was amomentous day in U.S. history and marked a
true inflection point in the country's political trajectory.
Another vote taken that day could presage similar implications for the broadcast industry.
Some will have noticed that FCC commissioners also met
and voted to approve the unlicensed use of "white spaces,"
the unused DTV channels in any given market, post-analog
TV shutdown, for WiFi-like networking of consumer
devices.
Putting aside the technical merits of this decision — and
questions on validity of claims that this will cause harmful
interference to DTV stations and wireless microphones that
share this spectrum — the vote suggests an important shift in
the halls of D.C. politics. It was another resounding defeat for
the once-vaunted juggernaut lobbying power of the NAB.
The vote put the association's recent record at 0-2 in its
highest-profile policy battles of 2008, the previous loss coming in the satellite radio merger case. It meant that NAB
spent alot of its members' dollars and political capital in two
losing battles this year — not even achieving compromise,
but going down essentially to defeat on both.
Looking ahead at the incoming administration and
Congress, we wonder how successful NAB will be in pursuing its positions on other pending matters, like LPFM and
media ownership. A new, Democrat-controlled FCC conceiv-

ably could rule against NAB's position on the remaining
open issues in the IBOC proceeding, regarding apotential
bandwidth cap and/or tax on datacasting.
Worst of all, if the NAB also loses on what will likely be
its next highest-profile issue, music performance royalties for
broadcast radio — or the performance tax, in NAB 'sterm —
it could be three strikes. It's hard to say how the new
Washington environment will play out on this critical issue or
when; but the stakes for an NAB victory in this case are certainly made even higher by its recent record. ( And even
though President-Elect Barack Obama has said he does not
support renewal of a Fairness Doctrine, at least some
Democrats would like to see one return, a topic on which
NAB would surely attempt to lead opposition.)
Some might be tempted to see these recent developments
as more than just the ups and downs of Washington business
as usual, but rather the beginning of the end of an era in
Washington power circles. We suspect that's a simplistic
reading and that NAB, like so many influence-seeking entities, will adapt with the times and the climate. But we will be
watching closely as the Obama administration and other newcomers take their seats and consider our industry's — and its
advocates' — fate.
—RW
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This Is Insanity
Watching the spectacle of the industry
1have loved, lived and breathed for over
41 years, relentlessly and disastrously
pressing the failed technology known
generically as IBOC, reminds me of
nothing so much as the common housefly impotently crashing against apane of
glass in his attempt to escape into the
sunshine.
Maybe if we try the same thing for
the 13,000th time, we'll get what we
want!
Memo to the HD Radio contingent:
Stubbornness is not avalid substitute for
true innovation.
A year after The Great HD- AM
Nighttime Rollout, the adjacent-channel
interference being visited on helpless
distant stations from those operating
with HD-AM at night has been nothing
short of disastrous.
Legacy 50 kW major- market signals
are annihilating their neighbors, frequently co-owned facilities, so that even local
coverage AM coverage in distant markets
at night is severely compromised.
And now the fix proposed for HDFM's coverage problems is to repeat the
AM debacle on FM via adigital power
increase?
Let's all recall the time-worn advice
that "the definition of insanity is repeatedly making the same mistake but
expecting adifferent outcome."
Many experienced engineers feel that
10 dB will do nothing but transplant
AM's adjacent-channel problems up into
the VHF spectrum while providing little
real-world improvement in digital penetration. And don't fantasize that increasing digital HD-FM power by some lesser factor is apractical notion. It portends
a regulatory morass with enough lucrative litigation potential to gladden the
heart of any trial attorney.
It's tragic how we continue to argue
and tinker with atechnology left behind

by the listening public and the majority
of broadcasters long ago, while wireless
Internet radio and other competing platforms thrive and grow.
Terrestrial radio's fortunes continue
their slow decline; radio companies have
slid into penny- stock territory as audiences and revenues shrink.
This is not the time to pit broadcaster
against broadcaster over HD Radio interference issues. We need to present aunited front, clean our programming house
and offer real, not illusory value to our
listeners and advertisers instead of endlessly wrangling over a technology
nobody in the real world cares about.
To the radio industry, HD Radio is
Dumbo's feather. If we just let go of it,
we'll find that we can fly.
Robert C. Savage
President/CEO
WYSL(AM)
Avon, N.Y.

Jeff

tried to teach me something about what
he was doing.
Jeff, Jack Didier, Jeff Goode and also
Dan Mettler and Mogan David — these
gentlemen were the reason Itook up the
cause and pursued electronics, and eventually got the chance to work the circuits.
Igot more shots working "with pictures"
for a Fort Wayne TV station, and
installing for Harris Broadcast on afew
jobs. Right now I'm out of the biz, but
always looking.
Guys like Jeff, Dan, Mogan, Jack and
Jeff Goode are what's right about broadcasting, and it's time they get their due,
especially from me. By honoring Jeff,
you have done that for me.
Congratulations, Jeff, from a former
"radio rat" from CC.
John Corbin
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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When Jeff was
working for Broadcast
Circuit Systems he
engineered for my high
school station, WJHS
(FM), in Columbia
City, Ind.
Iwas getting used to
just running the gear and
had not thought of trying
to fix it. Jeff used to
come in and really give
me all sorts of grief over
the music Iwould play
and the things Isaid. ( I
probably deserved it too.)
But the few times he got
into a piece of equipment
or "down in the blocks," he
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Ethernet Audio Done Right
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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 ( ESQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It
just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.
SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as astandalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have astandalone digital snake. Add afanfree mix engine and
build yourself astudio using analog and digital I/O SQUARES.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intelligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity de ay and silence detection are done ir the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
— it's in there, all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.
it

....
if II
...

88D I/O: 8digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8channel
stereo or 16channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

•

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E- SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on athird party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). ,Likewise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1Gigabit protocol
eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E-SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!
Studio 1

STUDIOS

•

•

88A I/O: 8analog inputs and outputs. You can bring anew SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your XYcontrol.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4analog plus 4digital inputs and outputs— perfect for small
studios or standalone routinn
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88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E
2has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually configurable optoisolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

DONE

digital engine
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Whatciteitecor#

While the two usual suspects slugged it out in the loudness war,
we quietly developed the ultimate weapon for the REAL challenge:

KATI ir

Basic loudness is simply not the draw it was in the last century. Today,
with so many options for audio delivery, getting and keeping listeners
means you need to SOUND GREAT across all media. That's why we
developed VORSIS - to deliver clean compelling audio that cuts through
the muck without fatiguing those all-important ears.

With Vorsis, we rethought the whole process - developing new tools to
let your station deliver the best possible sound to each and every one of
those 20th century radios, not to mention the great new standard and
hi-def radios being produced in THIS century.
With Vorsis, you're never stuck with your processor's signature sound.
You have a full toolset to create your own magnificent sonic signature
- one your listeners can key into just by scanning the dial. For the first
time, you have the capabilities of bringing true fidelity to FM, AM, and
HD/DAB radio.
Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up ademo.
You'll be happy you did. Vorsis - more listeners listening more.

WHEATSTONE

Nweirzeiiffe

Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
mAiwvorsis.com Isales@wheatstone.com

